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c.

Introductory Remarks by Abbie

Page, Director, Office of

Energy Resources:
Abbie Page:
I'm happy to be in a position to introduce rather than be
introduced.

our basic thrust of this conference is to examine the

substance of the ASHRAE 90-75 Building Standards.

Uniform build-

ing standards, as you know, are a very controversial thing and
for a very good reason.

I remember when I was on the planning

board and I was confronted by a very young fellow.

He had come

in to request to be allowed to build his house in stages.

He

wanted to build the basement first and live in it while he accumulated enough cash to move upward.

Incidentally, this is a very

common practice on the West coast where I grew up.

My fellow

selectmen and the planning board were quite shocked about what
it might do to the neighborhood.

When you think about it, an

underground house makes a great deal of sense.

Recent studies

have shown that as much as 80% energy savings can be realized
by an underground building.

They have constructed some under-

ground prototype houses with a center courtyard to let in light
and air.

j

I like to call these things "sunken donuts."

Maine should get a franchise.

Maybe

Actually, Maine is, and should be,

very imaginative and creative with new energy conscious housing
)

types.

That's why I'm particularly glad that we have at least

one architect on the panel here today.
I

I
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It is not our intent in holding this conference to influence
any one particular stand on building codes.

We simply want to

search the facts, the advantages and disadvantages of building
codes in general and specifically the ASHRAE 90-75 codes.
Before I introduce the panelists I would like to extend
credit to the New England Regional Commission which is paying
for the conference and ~he transcription of it.

These will be

published and made available to the limits of our funds.

We

are trying to keep the conference small so we can have good
dialogue.

The other credit goes to my chief red-tape cutter,

Gary Linton.

He is very resourceful.

Now I would like to introduce the members of the panel.
we have four speakers who will present the ASHRAE 90-75 standards to you.

They are Professor Dick Hill, who is the Director

of the Department of Industrial Cooperation at the University
of Maine in Orono.

He's a tremendous guy to work with.

really knows his business.
architect with Krumbhaar

&

He

Next is Mr. Nick Holt who is an
Holt in Ellsworth.

He is president

of the Maine group of the American Institute of Architects.

We

also have Mr. Bob Thorpe of A.J. Harriman Architects and Engineers
in Auburn.

And with us also is Mr. William Fake of Maine Engineer-

ing Services in Auburn.

Mr. Paul Stevens, who is president-elect

of the A.I.A. here in Maine will present the A.I.A. viewpoint
and he's from Stevens Architects in Portland.

Another member of

our panel is Mr. Dick Sevigny from the Maine Home Builders'
Association.
Authority.
in Bath.

Mr. Doug Brownrig is here from the Maine Housing
we also have Mr. Pat Henn~ from the Shelter Institute

All these fell0ws have good credentials and I would

r
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like to thank them and also the audience, in advance, for the
response to this conference.

Maine is fortunate to have so many

professionals who are willing to take time to come to this conference to help us get a better understanding of energy conservation objectives in the state.

The national governors have

adopted a resolution calling for a national adoption of energy
conservation building standards.
r ,

This is our first attempt to

look into what might be part of those standards.

Thank you very

much and I would now like to turn the program over to Bill Jake.
f

I

Bill Fake:
I would like to begin with a little bit of history of the
standard 90.

I want to go back to before it started.

go back to 1779.

I want to

There was a man named John Paul Jones who did

quite a bit in establishing the Navy.

He did a pretty eood job

so they sent him over to lrance and gave him a ship called the
Bon Homme Richard.

He was supposed to go out to discourage some

of the British shipping.

He did a lot of cruising around in the

British Isles over there and he ran into a small convoy of British
ships, and guarding the ships was a 54 gun man-of-war called the
Serapis.

At that time they decided they had better start shooting.

Well, John Paul Jones with the Bon Homme Richard and the British
ship Serapis had quite a battle, as you all know.
alongside each other and got entangled.

They were right

Well, one of John Paul

Jones other ships was circling around and firing shots indiscriminately in both ships.

Pretty soon, the Bon Homme Richard was badly

shot up and was very obviously going to sink.

At that time Captain

Pearson of the British ship hollered over and wanted to know if
John Paul Jones was going to strike his colors.

At that time
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John Paul Jones just happened to be coming up on deck and he heard
the British ship's captain holler and this was where he made his
famous statement, ''No, I've just begun to fight."

Well, in the

meantime, lying on the deck there alongside the ladder was this
old marine who was badly shot up and near death, but not quite
unconscious, and he heard this and he said, "Some bastards never
get the word."

This is what we are here for today.

We're trying

to pass out the word.
That situation of course is still Tue today, and the word
here is rather complex.

It's been obvious to many people for many

years that fuel conservation and energy conservation are quite
important.
tically.

The Arabs brought that to our attention quite drasBut long before that, 20 years ago, there have been

books published on this.

I just want to start out here giving

you a little bit of history on how this ASHRAE 90 came about.
Back in March 1973, there was quite a bit of activity in the
ASHRAE Journal with many articles on energy conservation.
April there were another couple of articles.

And in

And this was right

after the winter of '72 and '73 when there were many instances
of fuel shortages.
cated.

people couldn't get fuel.

Gas was being allo-

People were being cut off, industries were being cut off

from natural gas.

Natural gas isn't important in Maine.

some-

where around 72% of the new furnaces that are being sold are gas
furnaces.

This doesn't strike us here because we hardly have any

gas here.

There is some in Portland and some in Lewiston but not

very much except for cooking.

In May of 1973, the keynote speaker

of the technical session of ASHRAE had an article in there and of
course he was emphasizing energy conservation.

Spiegel, who at
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that time was the president of ASHRAE, had an article in there
entitled, ''Collision Course on Energy Conservation, Ecology,
OSHA, and Housing.''

He is recognizin~ of course that there is

going to be a battle here because there are conflicting interests.
One of his quotes from the article states, ''The time that remains
before the energy crisis becomes a permanent way of life must be
used wisely.''

I don't know why I got chosen as the Energy Con-

servation Chairman of the Maine Chapter of ASHRAE, but that is
my position.

I've done a little with it.

I firmly believe that

some of these thines we may see, and almost certain we will see.
The energy shortage will drastically alter our way of life.
At the Conference of the states on Building Codes and Standards back in

'73 or so, they felt that all types of buildings

should be designed for minimum energy usage.

so they asked the

National Bureau of standards to develop some kind of criteria.
The National Bureau of Standards recognized the importance of
ASHRAE in this area.

Incidentally, the acronym ASHRAE stands for

the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, Inc.

For those of you who don't know it, their member-

ship consists of people in the building industry, engineers, contractors, manufacturers representatives, whose business is heating,
cooling, and refrigeration.

The ASHRAE manuals are quite compre-

hensive and are the bible of the designers, along with several
other manuals from people in the industry.
together a criteria.

NBS very quickly put

They asked ASHRAE to go further with it.

So ASHRAE built on what they had, and they published in the July

'74 issue of the Journal what was called 90-P which was 90 preliminary.

That was standard 90.

And they asked for reports from
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everybody concerned.

Without going into what 90-P was all about,

it was essentially the same as this but there were some things
changed.

The scope of it gradually changed over to cover all new

building

construction.

What they are proposine here is many of

these things will be mandatory and others are recommended.

The

purpose of the standard is to provide design requirements for
all new buildings which will improve the utilization of energy.
Briefly they are trying to say that the component parts have to
meet certain requirements.
and others are rather tight.

Some of them are exceedingly liberal
And there is also a section which,

if you don't mind going by the "cookbook", then you can proceed
and design your own structure that is based on .that "cookbook
method'', the outline.

It's intended that the standard be used

in the design of new build.ings.

Whoever sets up the standards

or laws of a state, as far as requiring this goes, they don't
need to use this.

Some states have adopted their own standards

and they vary from poor to good.
as far as I can see.

Wisconsin has done a good job

J

Other states have done a poor job.

If we go into the scope of this, this covers all new buildings that provide facilities or shelter for public assembly,
educational, business, ~ercantile and it even includes manufactured
buildings, pre-fab buildings and mobile homes.

It does specifi-

cally exempt buildings and portions of buildings whose energy
usage is less than 1 watt per square foot, or in other words,
buildings that are essentially not heated or cooled.
buildings may be exempt or may not be applicable.
stated in a section of the standard.
here.

And some

These are

There are also definitions

This standard is broken down into twelve sections.

four of us are going to go into these sections.

The

Some of these
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you may have questions about and I would like to defer the questions for the sections that I describe until I'm done.
Briefly, the sections are the purpose, the scope, the section
on definitions.

Then there is a section on design of the building,

the exterior envelope requirements and what you have to do to that.
That is Section 4.

section 5 may sound somewhat unusual but what

they are saying is that you must design, you must size the heating
plant, the cooling plant according to certain requirements.
are heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems.
specific criteria developed.

These

There are

They are also saying that you don't

design buildings by a rule of thumb.

You use standards described

by ASHRAE or NESCA (National Environmental Systems) or some standard that you can use to figure out how the building is going to be
heated, cooled and ventilated.
equipment.

Also Chapter 6 covers particular

The standard is broken down in great detail.

Dick Hill

has spent much time in going over this, as have the rest of us.
isn't something you will become familiar with right away.
covers service water heating under section?.

It

It also

One of the things

that might seem a little unusual is electrical distribution systems.
They are giving you what is required and it is not too much different than what is done now.

We are also going into lighting and

lamp efficiencies in Section 9.

This pretty well covers the energy

requirements of the building in these sections

4 through 9.

10 is for those who don't want the "bookbook 11 approach.

Section

You want

to be innovative - you want to choose different sites or different
orientations of buildings.
building with.

There might be exotic materials for

The structure is entirely different.

different approach.

Okay.

There is a

You've got to show them, according to
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this section, that your approach does indeed result in less energy
than an equivalent building designed in the '' conventional!' manner.
Then you are free completely.

However, it involves a lot of extra

work, to show that this other design, while not going by the book
here that says you've got to have a U factor for walls of so much
and a U factor for ceilir.tgs of so much and so ·on.
offs.

There are trade-

As long as the building uses less energy than a conventional

building there is no problem.

section 11 deals with solar energy,

wind energy, geothermal energy and so on.
energy sources that Section 11 deals with.

It is non-depleting
In here, if you use

non-depleting energy sources in your building, you can get a credit
for these.

We'll get into that later.

the ~hole procedure.

You don't need to go through

section 12, unfortunately, ha3 not been approved

yet, by the committee that wrote this.

This deals with the choice of

fuels, the choice of gas, or electricity or whatever you have.

That

concludes my introduction of what the standard is abou-t and how we
are going to approach it.

What I have covered briefly here are the

first three sections, scope, definitions, and so on.

The fourth

section will be described by·Nick Holt, what it says and what it
means.
Nick Holt:
I have some data here and graphs that I think will give you
something to look at.

Dick Hill has prepared some of these.

I think I got included on this panel on the basic theory that
in an engineers world, i: they can get an architect to understand
something, it must be, therefore, understandable.

The basic chap-

ter four, section 4, deals with the entire envelope of a building,
that which separates heated or cooled space from the exterior.
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This obviously includes wall planes, roof planes, it includes the
plane between the heated space and the unheated space.
with the perimeter of a slob on a eround situation.

It deals

~ach of those

that I've mentioned, they have a series of standards for them.
I think to put in a bit of context, Dick Hill brought back
from three gorgeous days in Reston, Virginia, a great notebook.
And it included the material that he heard on Section 4.

I will

read up to where they started figuring out how to do it.
''The intent of Section 4 is to provide minimum requirements
for building envelope construction in the interest of energy conservation.

These requirements are not intended, nor should they

be construed as the optimization of energy conserving practices.
''For this purpose, buildings have been segregated into threestory or less residential (Type A) and all others (Type B).

In

order to determine that an intended design does or does not satisfy
these requirements, the designer must first determine the limits
imposed by ASHRAE standard 90-75 for his project's particular set
of circumstances, and then check his design against those limits.
"To clarify this procedure, a step-by-step format has been
established, and examples of both Type A and Type B structures
supplied.
"Thermal standards required for the design of the exterior
envelope are set forth in ASHRAE standard 90-75, Energy conservation in New Building Design, Section 4.
"The external envelope consists of all building elements which
enclose conditioned spaces through which thermal energy may be
transfered, to or from the outdoors.

J

"Structural elements of the exterior envelope include walls,
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doors, windows, floors over unheated spaces, and roof and ceiling
assemblies including s~ylights.
''Minimal air leakage and minimal transfer of energy through
the building envelope are main considerations for thermal design.
IIowever, the requirements for conserving energy, given in ASHRAE
standard 90-75, are not intended to be nor should they be construed
to be optimal.
"Compliance requirements for the exterior envelope given in
ASHRAE standard 90-75 apply to all proposed constructions---residential, commercial and industrial, fixed and mobile buildings.
''Building or building areas whose peak design rate of energy
·

usage is less than one watt/ft

2

or 3.4 Btu/h·ft

2

2

(10.8 watts/m)

(if we are going to convert to the metric system) are exempt from
requirements.
"Also exempt are buildings or building areas which are neither
heated nor cooled.

Certain other buildings or their elements may

be exempt when design data are not available, or not applicable.
In such cases, exemptions are specified.
"Buildings may be exempt from the requirements of section 4
providing they qualify unc3.er section 10 of ASHRAE Standard 90-75.
"ASHRAE standard 90-75 is not intended to abridge any health
or safety requirements.
"ASHRAE standard 90-75 encourages the use of origiYJ.al designs
of the building envelope.

Equations 1, 2, and 3 are included for

the designer to use, to develop combinations of structural elements
that meet acceptable therrr.al transmittance (U 0

)

values.

Combina-

tions of wall assemblies, roof or roof/ceiling assemblies, and
floors can be developed to design a building that meets heating

l
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and/or cooling requirements and satisfies aesthetic needs.
"Compliance with requirements imposed by ASHRAE standard 90-75
must be determined by the designer during the design stage and before construction.

Evaluation of envelope performance is made by

using the values, calculations, and graphs presented in this section.
11

The transfer of thermal energy through the building envelope

is affected by several factors, including:

building construction,

its geographical location (degrees north latitude), and solar
factors.

Other environmental conditions that affect thermal trans-

fer of energy through the external envelope include the build~ng
site, its position and surroundings, its natural ventilation, and
the wind direction and velocity.

calculations and procedures set

forth in the ASHRAE 1972 Handbook of Fundamentals may be used to
evaluate these factors.

These environmental conditions are dis-

cussed in Section 10, ASHRAE standard 90-75, which presents a systems analysis approach to buildin g design.

Section 10 should be

understood thoroughly, as it presents an alternative approach to
the thermal energy conservation requirements of the building.
''Thermal transmittance (U 0 ) values for the exterior envelope
are given in Btu/h.ft 2 ·F for heating, and thermal transfer values
for exterior gross walls are given in Btu/h.ft 2 •

This value is

based on a 25 mile-per-hour wind.
"Air leakage requirements through the ele~ents of the exterior
envelope are given in ASHRAE standard 90-75.

Air leakage through

the exterior envelope of the building can be reduced by following
recommended sealing methods, such as caulking, gasketing, and
weather stripping.
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''For thermal design determinations, buildings have been
cla ss ified into two main types:

Residential buildings three

stories or less, Type A; and all other buildings, Type B.

Type A

buildings include:
Type A-1. Detached one and two family dwellings.
Type A-2. Other residential buildings, three stories or
less (including but not limited to multi-family dwellings,
hotels, and motels).
Type B Buildings include:
Type B-1. Non-residential, three stories or less.
Type B-2. Other buildings in excess of three stories.

''The designer must first know what limits are imposed by the
ASHHAE standard for his proposed design at its specific geographical location.

Only then are the particulars of his design checked

against these limits, fer which a worksheet has been provided as
a procedural aid."
Going into the work sheet I think is beyond the scope of this.
Let us sort of summarize a little more on it and then see what
questions there might be.

On the graph that has been passed out, the data ou the top
of the sheet, should be explained a little.

But I think what is

most important for the envelope is to see the average values that
are required for walls, ceilings, and floors.

At the bottom of

the sheet are given U values for average wall assemblies on each
of those six locations.
tion.

Equation #1 is a simple, averaging equa-

It says that the U overall equals the sum of the U times the

area for each of the elements, divided by the overall area.

In
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dealing with the outside walls, the wall is carried down to the
ground level so you would often get a basement that you would have
to average into it.

All of your doors and all of your windows,

with their appropriate U value would have to be put in.
considered to include the frame value itself.
glass area or the door size.
have here are fairly clear.

ested.

I~'s not simply the

I think that the figures that we
I don't think they are nearly as strin-

gent as they are for the caling.
assembly formula.

Doors are

Now you look at the ceiling/roof

I will give you this verbally if you are inter-

For types A-1 and A-2, for all areas except Caribou, the

U value is required to be .05.
they vary between .06 and .068.

For B buildings in all areas,
Caribou is considerably more so

that I'm going to give you approximate values.

Augusta would be

.065, Bangor is .064, Caribou, .06, Lewiston .065, Portland .068
and Waterville .067.
than for the walls.
equation.

That seems to be a very much tighter standard
Again, you have the same kind of averaging

They do give you under residential A an exception for

what they call a cathedral ceiling.

This is where the roof area

and the ceiling area make up a single assembly.
those sections.

That is .08 for

Going on to the floor insulation requirement, and

this again comes off the table, it has a level of .08 for all the
degree days that Maine seems to have.

so the separation between

a floor and an unheated basement would be .Ob.

They've decided

for a slab on grade that the best thing to do is a 2 foot berth
or horizontal edge insulation.
1

And the R required for that is also

given in the table for unheated slabs and it would vary between .55
and .6 going from Portland to Bangor and .75 for Caribou.

J

J

the resistance factor.

That is required there.

That's

For heated slabs,
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· which means a radiant slab the Rs would be 7.7 to 8.3 in central
Maine and 10 in Caribou.

To get into air-conditioning and cooling

just a bit, the fRctors that are shown in equation 3 are similar
to the factnr8 that they have on other ones, except that they add
in the solar radiation for which they have a solar factor that depends on the latitude.
to be about 132.

The sol~r factor in our area of Maine seems

Ther. they have an OTTV, which is an overall

thermal transfer value and that is about 36 to 38.

I won't try to

get into the details of figuring it, but you have to calculate the
heat gain for A type buildings; if you provide the standard re>

quirements for heating, you automatically have it for cooling.

In

B type buildings, there might be completely different requirements.
The sheet that they gave to figure it out, is a four-side page here.
The last line reads "is less than the requirement, ••• is more than
the requirement.,,

If you check the more than the requirement -

then you go back and do the whole thing over again.
I think th~t that is about as much detail as I should try and
get into at this point.

I will mention again the exceptions, less

than 1 watt per square foot.

Also if you have a heating require-

ment in an area with degree days of less than 500, you don't have
to use this.
Another exemption that I'm very excited about is that anything
that you can do with a renewable energy source, comes outside of
any restrictive provision.
Section 4 to trade offs.

And finally, you are welcome, even in
If you find that your ceiling assembly

is slightly higher in its U value than you like, if you can get
equivalent total energy (you have to work this out to the total
energy impact), but if you can get a wall value that would compensate for it, then you can trade off right in Section 4.
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One of the things that we will get into more, it makes no
attempt to regulate orientation, number of square feet per function, and several other elements that are very important to energy
conservation; but I think I've explained what it does try and regulate.

I think from an architectural point of view, the envelope

is our primary concern.

I think it certainly has the most impact

on the overall effect of this.

As Bill suggested, I think that

questions by chapter might be appropriate.
Question:

I'm an amateur in this field and I have a question on

non-residences.

In B.l, in regard to agricultural buildings such

as a hatchery building in a poultry industry or a brooding house
in brooding small chickens, or a fruit storage for apples, where
they have to have cooling, are all these standards or many of them
apt to apply to such buildings?
Holt:

I think that the major criteria of application would be the

degree to which they are heated or cooled.

And I think that if

they are heated or cooled by mechanical means, they would then
apply.

Of course, what steps would be taken to make this an appli-

cable regulation

would involve a whole number of things.

And I'm

sure there would be particular language for that particular situation.

Is a chicken farm normally heated?

Or do they heat them-

selves?
Comment:

For the baby chicks, the brooding chicks, they have to

have heat up to a certain age.

These are specialized operations.

They have a special building that is heated and they keep the chickens there to a certain age and then they are moved to another
building that is non-heated.

But when they are baby chicks they

certainly have to have supplementary heat.
I

J
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Holt:

I am certainly not qualified on that question, tut I would

say it would apply.
Bill Fake, Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 deals with the system requirements as an overall
system.

And what is says essentially is you don't size your system

by any rule of thumb.

You've got to do the same sort of thing that

you do for the design of the components.

In other words, you have

to determine the loads and you have to determine what the control
requirements are.

It is established according to your insulation

criteria and your duct criteria.

There is a number of things that

perhaps a lot of us never thought of before.

For instance, there

is a criteria here for how much power does it take to distribute
the air in a system.
ridiculous.

And the criteria happens to be a little bit

And in the explanations here that Dick Hill got from

his sessions down in Virginia, they make a sort of apology for it.
What they are saying is that if it takes 25% of the Btu in a cooling system to distribute the air, that if the horsepower of the
motor is such that it is equal to 25% of your total cooJ .ing that
you are getting out of that system, that's your limit.

I find it

difficult to see a 10 ton air conditioning system taking around 5
or 6 horsepower to distribute that 3500, 4500 CFM of air.

But

there are some systems in the country that apparently are this inefficient.

In other words, you are taking 25% of your cooling in

a system and you are eating it up just by that horsepower put in
the air stream.
do it.

It is flabbergasting.

I don't see how you can

You'd really have to cut the duct size down terrifically

and introduce all kinds of pressure drops to require that much
horsepower.

But that is in the standard.

You have to be better
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than this.

They are very liberal.

Anybody can beat this.

But

what they are saying is that they put it in here because they know
tl1at some systems are that bad.

People are designing systems that

bad.
To go on in detail, the way things are, as far as design goes,
they are saying that instead of the outdoor design temperature
being the 99% as we usually do or even more, they are sayine take
the 97!% value from ASHRAE.

Now if you take the 97!% value, this

means that now for instance, we design for a -10 in Lewiston with
the school criteria and we design for -30 in the northern half of
the state above Bangor.

If you take the 97~% criteria, I guess

Bangor comes out about the same as Lewiston, although I'm not sure
just what it is.
Comment:

It's -4 in both cases.

-4 for Bangor and this is your outside design tempera-

Fake:

Okay.

ture.

Well, .the 97;% of course, says that 2~% of the time the tem-

perature in the winter is going to be below that.

Well, I listened

to a talk at the last ASHRAE meeting in Boston with some people
who had undertaken a survey on some heating plants out in ~isconsin,
Minnesota and that area.

This was about the way equipment was

sized out there in the Midwest for homes.

It turned out that of

the actual survey of about 500 homes, they couldn't find a system
that was down where it was sized properly.

The smallest system was

oversized by 50% for the outside design conditions in the worst
case.

That's astounding to me, that it could be that much over-

sized, but this is the way historically we have done it.

And it

¥

has only been in recent years with the introduction of electric
)
I

J

heat, and lots of electric heat, and we've had well-insulated
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buildings, and in order to avoid excessive charges and so forth,
that we've made more accurate calculations and more realistic ways
in getting the requirements down.
sizing of systems.
says.

We've come down to the proper

This is one of the thinGs that ASHRAE finally

You cannot oversize the system.

doing it.

It gives criteria here for

Among them are the summer temperatures for design.

Inside temperature

it says that 72° should be the inside recom-

mended temperature for Ninter and it makes it mandatory that the
maximum humidity, if you humidify, should not be more than 30% in
the winter.

78°.

In the summer the recommended design temperature is

In the humidity area, it is mandatory that they not go less

than 60°.

In other words you are not to dehumidify to less than

60% relative humidity, intentional.

It also says that the venti-

lation standard shall conform to standard 62.
you minimum and recommended standards.

The maximum CFM in any re-

quired instance here is 50 CFM per person.
to about 7 in different applications.

standard 62 gives

The minimums run down

There are hundreds of appli-

cations and they are saying in this standard 90 that you must use
the minimum.

In cases where you have decided that for ventilation

you can use research data here, whatever you have, if you have part
of that for ventilation, then you can cut down as low as 5 CFM per
person.

They are saying that you shouldn't go less than 5 CFM per

person.

There are exceptions permitted, of course, in that parti-

cular processes require different conditions.

If you are going to

ripen bananas, or grow bacteria, or grow mice, or whatever you
have, you need a temperature that is different for that, then obviously that is an exception.

They also say that as far as infil-

tration goes, -you cannot use any rule of thumb to establish this,
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and be liberal as · to what you can allow.
with what the standard is in ASHRAE.
ing plant accordingly.

You have to

co

throu~h

You have to size your heat-

You have to substantiate the infiltration

value you are picking is reasonable and right.

~hey are saying

that the temperature control means must be capable of being set
for a heating system between 55° and 75°.

In other words the

thermostat must be able to turn as low as 55° and as high as 75°.
For cooling, it means your thermostat must be capable of controlling
between 70° and 65°.

If your thermostat is a combination of course

you have to go both ways--55° to 85°.

And it also says that if

you have a thermostat that is for cooling and heating or control
unit, that there must be an adjustment such that you can get a
deadband of at least 10°.

In other wo~s, you don't have to set

it that way, but the control must be capable of being set so that
the guy that runs the heating plant, if he decides that the building is going to be heated up to 70° or such point, and they don't
want to start cooling the building until it gets really hot, okay
the cooling doesn't come on until you hit 70° + 10° or 80°.
must be capable of doing that.
you have humidity control.

It

A hwnidistat must be provided if

And, of course, it has to be capable

of being set to prevent new energy from being used to increase
the humidity in the building in the wintertime to over 30%.

For

over that, the instrument must be capable of setting it so you don't
require any extra energy; new energy they are talking about there.
I should define new energy.

It is something that you get off the

power line that you just bought.
new oil, whatever your source is.
)

J

You have to get it from new gas,
If it's energy that you've

obtained by a heat conversion process or something like that, in
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other words you've had a heat exchange somewhere in your system
and you've used some of this energy you have recovered to decrease
the relative humidityt okay this doesn't apply.
In zoning for temperature control, in one and two family
houses, there must be at least one thermostat for each heating,
ventilating, air-conditioning system.

And there must be a readily

accessible means to automatically or manually shut off the system,
or partially shut if dcwn.

And there is an exception here in non-

conditioned basements and garages.

They don't need it.

In multi-

family dwellin gs, eacl1 1welling must be considered s eparately.
All other occupancies, you must have at least one thermostat for
each HVAC system, and as a minimwn, each floor must be a separate
zone.

However, you can zone vertically on one exposure of the build-

ing, for instance a multi-story building.

If you have perimeter

heating or something like that, you may have one thermostat to
control that entire side of the building, just on a perimeter heat.
Then you must have means to shut off or restrir,t the heating.

In

other words, they want temperature setback for unoccupied portions
of buildings.
In simultaneous heating and cooling, there's no direct prohibition on it, but it is stated that they discourage the simultaneous heating and cooling.
problem with that.
permitted.

If you recover energy, there is no

Anything you can do with recovered energy is

They don't restrict you on that.

If you can recover

50% of the energy, they don't care what you use it for.

No re-

strictions whatsoever.
On reheat systems, for larger buildings, cf course, primarily
office buildings, it is mandatory to have a control to reset the
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cold air supply to the highest temperature that will satisfy any
particular zone.

In other words, some zone may require cooling,

and all the other

zones may require heating, you have to set the

temperature--the cold air--just as hi8h as you can, and yet still
satisfy that one zone that requires coolin~.
the heating.

It is similar with

For a dual ·duct system, you have to reset both the

hot and cold duct according to the zone that needs the minimum
temperature for cooling and the maximum temperature for heating.
That is mandatory.
less than 5000 CFM.

Now, they do exempt small multi-zone units, of
Or in a system that is maybe supplying large

quantities of air, if one particular unit is supplying less than
20% of the total area, they will exempt it.

They are exempting

these small multi-zone units from this requirement, because it is
expensive in the control unit.
They are also saying you must minimize concurrent simultaneous
operation of separate heating and cooling systems.
common spaces.

These are for

That's an air-conditioning system in use perhaps

in a zone which could be considered partly an interior zone and
partly an exterior zone, one with outside walls.

You may have

radiation around the walls to keep people comfortable who may be
located somewhere near the walls.

If that outside wall radiation

J

has a separate thermostat, somehow or other you've got to maintain
or provide a means so you don't operate the air-conditioning at the
same time you are heating it.

Also you must have some means of

automatically resetting the temperature,
give you that heat loss.

just to provide enough to

In other words, perimeter heating on the

outside wall of the building should provide just the heat loss of
that wall, and no more.

I think that is a little difficult to do
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and wP'd 1lserl -?O.
go below

But

-4 for BanBor.

97!~ of the time, the temperature does not
If you look 8t the third column there,

that is the median of annual extremes.

In other words you take

the coldest temperature of many wintern and average them and you
come up with

-4 for Bangor.

For example, on the requirements for

schools, A'.3l·EZ/l.:I:~ 90 says to use for Caribou -14 at 97t?~.

They

are saying that you have to design for that outside air temperature, whereas the school requirements say -30 for the upper half
of the state.

It does change things quite a bit.

On this chart,

if you look at cooling over here for summer design temperatures,
for Lewiston it gives b6 for Dry-Bulb and 73 for 11et Bulb at 2~%.
In the Carrier Manual it gives 90° for Lewiston.

Actually, most

of our design required conditioning has been for quite a while now
this 2~%.

We've used~&% in most air-conditioning systems.

They

are oversized sufficiently to handle any temperature that you
normally get.

Of course this past summer I'm sure you exceeded

the design temperature in this state.

Ihappenecl to be downtown

in Lewiston in a few stores when we had that 100° temperature.
The stores were much cooler than outside, but I know they were well
over 00° inside.

But because it was so much cooler than outside

nobody seemed to object.
Holt:

Did they say anything about the inside temperature?

Fake:

Yes, inside temperature is recommended as

That's for air-conditioning.
Question:
Fake:

72° for heating.

What about housing for the elderly?

There's no mention of that.

Question:
Fake:

It's

78°, Dry-Bulb.

Which regulation is affected, Federal Housing or what?

This is, of course,

just a standard written by ASHRAE, and

nobody has said this is law.

If some government orgar.ization like
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OSHA which collected everybody's standards written since 1776 and
said "Okay boys, this is OSHA, and all these thin~s apply."
well.

Oh

But HUD says 75° for housing for the elderly for inside

design temperature.

And I don't see why it shouldn't be.

Old

people have slower circulation and if they are going to dress the
same way as younger people, they need the higher temperature to
r

keep warm.
comment:

One thing they don't seem to address is what sort of

sizing factor to use between just balancine load and they've eot
design overage.

Do you use 5% above installed load above calcu-

lated load?
Fake:

No, they don't get into that.

Comment:

Their

97!%

is for just an average winter.

We've had

some winters on record which have been real beauties which is where
the -30 came from.

The fact that there are winters like that on

record in Maine caused the ~aine Housing Authority to

eo

back and

accumulate weather data to try and determine just how reasonable
the ASHRAS figures were for Maine.
Fake:

I have some figures somewhere.

in Wisconsin for a while.

The first winter I was there we had over

30 days where the temperature was below
Wisconsin.

I can remember when I lived

o0

•

ThiR was in southern

I was very glad to get back to New England.

It was

three years that I lived in Wisconsin before I saw one nice day
in the winter.

By that I mean the temperature is 40° and there's

no wind and the sun is out.
days to come about.

It took thrAe years for one of those

But in Milwaukee they have ihe same number of

degree days as we have here in Maine.

i

J
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Dick Hill:
My role is to talk about sections 6 and 7.

Section 6 deals

entirPly with the "as delivered from the factory'' performance for
heating and ventilating 8quipment.

It doesn't deal, as with

Bill's section, with the performance of that system once it is
installed.

I think here is one of the main keys to the political

impact of the ASHRAE 90-75.

If an authority, like HUD or VA or

the state of Haine or the banking community, aiopts 90-75 as a
criteria, this immediately says to the engineering comm~nity making
air conditioners, furnaces, and so on, if they are going to do
business in Maine, they have to meet the standards of ASHRAE 90-75
just as they have to meet Underwriters criteria.

So this Section 6

is addressed to the mnnufacturers of equipment, so I'm going to
skip over this section fairly quickly.

The way I intend to skip

over it is to list a bunch of key words that are on that sheet.
And we will just go over the key words.
equipment and performan~e.

The section deals with

Now suppliers, and this refers to

Carrier, General Electric and others, shall furnish input and output data on all heating and ventilating equipment, and heating and
ventilating equipment systems, and must show coefficient of performance;

cooling is defined in Table 6 and so on.

tell you what are in those tables.
teresting political history on this.

~ow let me

There is a little bit of inThe original Bureau of

standards document had some pretty strict criteria on the coefficients of performance, heat pumps and on air conditioner21

The

performance was so strict that the manufacturing companies could
not live with it.

They said it takes a three-year cycle time to

design new equipment, get it through Underwriters, get it in the
catalogue and get it on the market.

ASHRAE 90-75 shows coefficients
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of performance as of 1977, ahd another series of coefficients of
performRnce as of 1985 and so on, giving the word to the manufacturers to get on the ball.

They can live with what they've got

now, but the program will continually get tighter as time goes on.
The proeram is very loose.

Air conditioners need to have

effici~nt of performance of only 1.2.

A

co-

Heat pumps need to have a

Coefficient of performance of only 2.2 to meet the current standards.

This is like the thing that Bill mentioned.

You can't use

more than 25% of the energy to run the fans with and if you can't
run an air conditioner with a coefficient of 1.2 or a heat pump
with a coefficient of 2.2, then you're not in the business at all
according to present day standards.
ciencies must be

And now all the heating effi-

75% maximum rated output and the code goes into

detail as to how to measure efficiency.
losses, fuel, and so on.
pumps:

It goes into hydrogen

And that's all specified.

Then heat

the energy input is entirely electrical; so a standard

rating condition is specified in Table 6.7.

·Table 6.7 lists wet-

bulb, dry-bulb and if coolinr towers are used, it specifies a
water temperature, and so on.
I

The total energy input shall be

determined by combining the energy inputs of all the equipment
except as supplementary heaters.

And the heat pumps shall be in-

stalled in such a way as to prevent the use of supplementary heaters
when the heating load can be handled with the heat pump alone.

The

resiitors will only come on when you run out of capacity for the
heat pump.
1

1

J

A two-stage room thermostat which controls the supple-

mentary heat in the second stage shall be accepted.

This section

of the Standard is very long but it is addressed to manufacturers
of heat pumps and air conditioning equipment •

.As far as we're

concerned here, it demands a very truncated treatment indeed which

J
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tragedy.

The buildings we are now constrricting will be around,

some of them, for 140 years.
CJuestion:

Aside from costs, this subject is primarily a conser-

vation of energy.

If this equipment is good for a usei'ul life of

let's say twenty years, Rnd the equipment is chrtnged more often
than the building, and you put more wood, or more copper which is
scarce, into it and tl1at means energy wasted in transportation and
in the mines, and all the way back to the raw materials which may
be limited, don't we have to be very careful that we do11't just
talk efficiency?

Now I know that the initial waste of energy against

the operating of 20 years is something •.• has that been looked at 0
Hill:

In the cases that have been looked at, you can afford to

throw all kinds of materials or resources to save energy.
has been shown.

That

On storm windows, for instance, you recover the

energy it takes to make the storm window in something like three
weeks---in terms of energy loss through the winter.

But in cases

I've looked at, you don't say, ''Whoa, don't put the money in.

I

think that also we ougnt to design equipment so that the copper can
be recycled.

The worst offender is the automobile.

the copper out of the automobile.

You can't get

It goes to the dump.

I thlnk

that if they initially design this equipment that has a 20 year
life, that it ought to be such that it is fairly easily recyclable.
Then you can get that copper back.
Fake:

For the fellow who asked the question, there is an article

and I can't remember where, but if you give me your name I will
find out the data and that has to do with what the cost increase
was on air-conditioning and heat pump equipment.

If you see me

later and give me your name, I will get that information to you.
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l

Question:

There are different climatic conditions throughout the

country and it see rns unreasonable to penalize where you live by
saying your air-conditioning system in ~ aine shall be higher in
efficiency than the air-conditioning.system in Miami, and vice
versa for heating.

A slab floor in Miami, which is typical con-

struction, still requires two feet of insulation.
Hill:

No, it is degree-day based.

It tells you in the book what

slab insulation you use based on latitude and degree days, and so
on.

So the people in Miami don't have to put as much insulation

in.
One thing that I saw in Reston was amazing to me.

They took

a whole bunch of recently designed buildings and wrote down the
Btu per square foot per year.

So a column had numbers on one side

of it that ranged from about 95,000 to about 250,000 Btu per square
foot per year.

These were industrial type buildings, office build-

ings, and so on.

All the low numbers were in the north.

250,000 one was in Houston.

The

It takes so much more energy to wring

the water out of the Houston humidity than it does to heat the
building in Maine.

so the trade-offs here are very complicated in

terms of latitude.

But air conditioning is really such a small

factor here in Maine, that I don't think we would pay a serious
Penalty.

But I think your point is well taken.

What you are say-

ing is that why should we pay a premium for extra costly air conditioning units that run such a small part of the time.
not taken into account.

That is

There is no latitude correction for the

air conditioning equipment.

But then again, the standard is low.

A 1.2 coefficient of performance for an air conditioner is not a
high standard.
,
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~ow the next one on the list is the Service ~ater Heating and
thic one is more irnportan t to :;~ a.ine.
~ .in .: ;er

Because any architect or en-

or de r .igner of a rmildir: ~; is ~o ing to have to face these

problems if he's tryir.g to rneet the coue.

And it s:1.ys the purpose

of the section is to provide criteria for design and equipment selection which will produce energy savings when applied to service
water heating.

All automatic, electric, storage water heaters
0

shall have a stand-by loss not exceeding 6 watts/ftL of tank surface area.

Now that's the current criteria.

so

I think, to 4 watts in 1980.

It's going to drop,

this is another case of slowly

tightening the screws on stand-by losses.

For a 50 gallon tank for

domestic service, that amounts to around a kilowatt hour per day,
which I thinK is very good.

In other words, the stand-by losses

will cost you 3i¢ a day if you don't draw any water.
to me like a very reasonable standard.
be tightened up in the future.

That seems

But even this is going to

This again, I think, is one of the

strengths of the standard; if agencies adopt this as law, the word
goes out to hot water heater manufacturers, if you are going to do
business in Maine, you can't peddle a chintzy unit.

Service water

heating equipment shall not be dependent on year-round operation
of space heating boilers.

This is a very complicated section and

I'm net going to attempt to review it.

What they are saying is

that if you have a big building and you have a big boiler in it,
you don't run it all summer just to make domestic hot water.

But

now they go into detail about what the stand-by losses of this
boiler should be and what the trade-offs are and so on.
going to 80 into that.

I'm not

But the heat losses from an unfired hot

water storage tank shall be limited and here we ran out of stencil.
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The numbers should be a maximum of 15 Btu per hour foot squared,
and that didn't come through in the print.

That's about the sixth

line down here where it says "Unfired hot water stora[;e tanks shall
be limited to a maximum of 15'' - that nwnber is not in there.
So
2
that should read 15 Btu/nr·rt 2 or 47 W/m of external tank surface.
For recirculating systems, the piping heat loss shall be limited to
a maximum of 25 Btu/h·ft 2 •

service water heating systems shall be

equipped with autoroatic temperature controls capable of adjustment.
A separate switch shall be provided to permit turning off the energy

supplied to electric service water heating systems.

And here the

code goes into how much do you gain if you shut it off for a day,
or two days or three days and they determine at what point you shut
off the hot water heating system depending on how long you are going
to be away from the building.

Circulating hot water systems shall

be arranged so that the pumps can be conveniently turned off.

As

you know, in lots of systems, nobody knows where the pumps are.
Up at the University, those pumps will run all during vacation and
all during holidays circulating hot water all through the domestic
system with no convenient way to shut them off.

Showers used for

other than safety reasons shall be equipped with flow control devices to limit total flow to a maximum of 3 gallons per minute.
Informa tion put out by the National Academy of Engineering says
that out of the thirty-four million barrels a day of oil equivalent
energy used in the United States, 1.44 of that heats water.
this i s not a trivial section.

So

If we can somehow get a handle

(pardon the double entendre) on our hot water useage, we can make
I
)

a substantial saving in total energy.

So they say here that shower

heads shall be limited to a maximum of 3 gallons per minute.
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Lavntorles und restrooms in public facilities shall he equipped
with outlet devices which limit the flow of hot water to a half a
gallon a minute and shall be equipped with devices which limit the
outlet temperature to a maximum of 110°F, and be equipped with selfclosing valves that limit delivery to a maximum of 0.25 gallons of
hot water.

~Phat' s Section 7 that deals with Hot 1r.' ater s ervice.

Any questions or comrnen b3°
Question:
Answer:

That's right.

Question:
Rill:

I notice there~s nothing on storage temperature 0

No. The limit on public is 110°F water in the faucet.

c~uestion:
Hill:

The limits expressed are only forpublic facilities9

Eut what about the storage temperature for the tank'"'

You're limited to your 6 watts per square foot and that is

based on 100° temperature difference, I think.
ambient.

I may be wrong on that point.

Comment:

It's 70

Hill:

0

Between water and

- 140 to 70.

Of course, this question is not one that you and I will raise.

It's one that hot water heater manufacturers have to raise with the
staridards people.
comment:
Hill:

But the building owner will set it to whatever.

That's right.

But the code says that it must be adjustable.

And I don't think they say what the maximum adjustment is.
Question:

I have a water·heater and maybe it is an inferior one,

but I can't set it down below 140° and I never use water at 140°.
Why can't they provide something with a lower thermostat setting?
Hill:

That's a .good point, and it may be in the code.

rt says

adjustable, but I don't know whether it specifies the limits or
not.
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comment:

commonly though they are adjustable from 140° to 160°.

Comment:

Mine runs from 140° to 180°.

Comment:

some go to 200°.

Sevigny:

If you've got a dishwasher, you need tha t high tempera-

ture.
Comment:
that high?

But I don't.

so why should I pay for heatin~ the water

It's easier to make a thermostat with a wider range.

I'm concerned about stand-by losses.
Comment:
Question:

Buy a differen t thermostat.
But why should I be required to buy a separate thermo-

stat~
Comment:
Hill:

They sell cigarettes too.

Well, let me conclude this by saying that the standard is

obviously open-ended.

Each one of these sections has a horrendously

long committee with a committee chairman and que s tions and statements like this have got to be constantly fed to that committee
and the standard has to be constantly updated in order for it to
be an effective and useful document.

Okay, so much for that then.

And Section 8 here Bob Thorpe is going to deal with.
Bob Thorpe:
Secti6n 8 has to do with electrical distribution systems.
This section requires a design for an efficient distribution of
electrical energy from the service entrance to the building to
the point of use.
ing items:

The scope of this section covers the five follow-

1) selection of service voltage; 2) voltage drop;

3) lighting-switching; 4) power factor; and 5) electric energy

determination.
1

We'll talk just a minute about each one of them.

Regarding selection of service voltage, where a choice is available
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from the power company, a computation must be made to determine
which service voltage will produce the least energy loss.
· v o 1 t c:1 e; e i s required by

1~ 3 H:k. AE

91.)- 7 5 to be s e 1 e c t e d •

yo1., rnight have a choise between 480-277 - 206-120.

That

As an ex amp 1 e ,
By going to

the 480-277 you might be able to increase the voltage by some 230%
and you rnay save some power from the line you would be carrying
through your building when you 8re using code size conuuctors.
And you might reduce the losses by 25%.

However, this saving from

reduced losses may be partially or entirely offset by transformer
losses if a substantial portion of the load current cannot be
served directly by the higher voltage.

Note that in using step-

down transformers, you have to use or consider both the excitation
losses as well as the load losses.

So in any system, this 90-75

requires an analysis of which voltage you select for your building.
In the National Electrical Code, which we've all been working to
for years, there's a recom~endation that a voltage drop would not
exceed

~l ~·:J

either in the branch circuits or in the feeders.

but a

combined voltage drop from the service entrance to the final use
of the current is at 5%.

Now 90-75 mandates the National Electrical

Code requirements in this area.
Lighting-switching.

Lighting in task areas larger than 100

square feet should, and I notice the code here says should, be
arranged by switching or dimming to reduce by at least one half when
the task is not being performed.

Or there should be effective

complementary use of natural lighting.

Lighting should have pro-

visions to switch off when the space is empty and not being used.
I

think most p eople in Maine recognize this as an energy saving

feature and do it anyway.
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~ower Factor.

As you realize the power factor is the ratio

of t11e working current to be divided by the working current plus
the ch a rging current.

f nd you also rcdlize t hat l11 cande s cent light-

ing has a power factor of 100%.

1~ ost floure s ce nt bulbs have cap-

acitors to correct the power factor to the range of 90%.

Actually

90-75 requires th a t all lighting equi yment g re a t e ~ than 15 watts
and all utilization equipment greater t han 1000 wa tts shall have
a power factor rating of not less than 8 5%.

Any equi pment that has

a power factor rating of less than 85% shall be corrected to the

90% condition.

They also require the power f a ctor corrective de-

vices be switched off with the load.
0ary Linton:

I have a few standards for tho s e of you who probably

don't have them.

If you are sitting by somebody, perhaps you could

share a copy.
~

Thorpe:

The code requires that in any multi-tenant residential

building, provisions shall be made to separately determine the
energy consumed by each tenant.

~here codes and regulatory agen-

cies permit, each tenant shall be made financially responsible for
the energy he uses.
conserving approach.

I think we all recognize this as a real energyseveral methods are suggested to do this.

They are individual building meters.
overall usage to the tenants.

A master meter pro-rating

Periodic use of check meters.

Or

spot checks for short periods of time using temporarily installed
recording watt/hour meters or amp meters.

In other words, they

are saying that it is not required to go to the expense of installing a check meter in every service, but there should be provisions
to get out onto the leads in some way to put on a recording amp
meter if there is a suspected tenant.

There are exceptions:

hotels,

dormitories, transient facilities are excluded from meeting the
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requirement.

In conclusion, Chapter~ basically recognizes the

Na LLonal 1n c c: tril~;:,1 r~ o cl<~
bu Liun ::-, y:,tt; rn:;, lHit

at3

ri:, 11u.i.r e s

U1e authority for electrical distri-

further consideration:; be given to

these five items that were just discussed.

Any questions on

section 8?
section 9 deals with lighting power budget determination procedures.

The ASHR AE people worked closely with the IES (Illumina-

ting Engineering society) and the IES has approved this chapter.
It basically takes the concepts outlined in the 5th edition of the
IES Lighting Handbook.
a buildint_;.

It aprlies to both interior and exterior of

The purpor-38 of the chapter is to establish a lighting

power budget, the upper limit of power to be available to provide
the lightin~ needs in accordance with a given set of criteria and
given calculation procedures
building.

to provide for an energy efficient

It is not to be used as a lighting design procedure.

It is solely a procedure for determining the maximum power input
for lighting.

Once the limit has been determined, the designer

should strive to develop the actual lighting system to provide an
effective and pleasing visual environment in accordance with the
use of the space, without exceeding the budget limit.

The designer

is encouraged to improve on that budget limit.
Each of the criteria has been selected as a means for estab\.

lishing power adequate for operation of an energy efficient lighting
system.

The approach used is that the IES Handbook foot candle

values is still a good recommendation based on task lighting.

They

are saying basically that you don't necessarily light the whole
space to thi s 50 or 100 foot candles, or 150 foot candles for
dra }ting; it doesn't mean that you light the entire drafting office
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to the 150 foot candles, but you light just the drafting board.
And in order to get a handle on this, they describe it as a task
area of 50 square feet per work space as being allowed.

I was

concerned for example, with a school classroom when the state code
says 50 foot candles of lighting in a school classroom.

So with

30 students, and allowing 50 square feet per work station, that
would serve a classroom of 1500 square feet.

We don't have that

but we might have a classroom of 700 square feet.

so that, in

effect, I don't see any problem in lighting the entire classroom
area to the 50 foot candle level and still complying with the
ASHRAE 90-75 standard.
Then they go on into general lighting for areas surrounding
task locations - one third of the task level, but not less than 20
foot candles.

Non-critical lighting for areas where no specific

visual tasks occur, such as circulation and seating areas, one
third of the general lighting level, but not less than 10 foot
candles.

Then we go on to lamp efficiencies.

They require in our

design of lighting systems that we select a fixture and a lamp
that is an efficient source.

The objective is to use a lamp effi-

ciency of 55 lumens per watt.
ballast losses.

These are initial values, including

Where color is important, the range may be 55 to

25 lumens per watt depending upon the color rendition required.
Now for comparison purposes, most of you may realize than an incandescent lamp produces about ld to 20 lumens per watt depending on
the size of the lamp bulb.

so really, ASHRAE 90-75 is ruling out

incandescent lighting, except in special circumstances.
lighting is 19 to 20 lumens per watt.

So knock th~t out.

Quartz
Mercury

lighting is 40 to 55 lumens per watt, so with that we're back in
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business a~ain.

Jlourescent is 60 to 70 lumens per watt.

~etal

hallide ls 75 to ~O lumens per watt, and high pressure sodiu~ is
SO to 100 lume ns per w~ tt.

So

J OU

can see that there i s still

s ome flexibility when they li s t 55 lumens ,er watt as a euideline.
Luminairc s - on ly e fficient lumiriaires shall be used to
distribute t.i:ie li i)lt eff e ctively as presented, represented by the
coefficient of util.i_zation.
and .70.

Th e range should not be less than 0.55

This is based on the ~ oom cavity Ratio of 1.

flectances, light interior surf2 ces are assumed.

For re-

The following

initial cavity and surf2ce reflectances are used in selecting the
luminaire and coefficient utilization:

Ceiling cavity reflectance

h0%; wall reflectance 50%; floor reflectance - 20%.
der;iens ·;.;hese days 2.re within tha_t criteria.

I think most

The 90-75 asks for

g ood maintenance procedures and that the lighting system be calculated on the basis of a light loss factor of 0.70.

There are some

fixtures on the market today that go up to 0.80 on the maintenance
factor, so this isn't too critical.

There are a few exceptions:

residential type spaces, kitchens, bathrooms, laundry areas do
not fall into this code.

Theatres, auditoriums, and anything with

an audio-visual area do not fall into this area.

Luminaires for

highlighting applications such as exhibits and merchandise displays these would fall into the area where you can still use your incandescent lighting.

Outside building facade lighting for the energy

budget load shall be a maximum of 2% of the total interior lighting load of the building.

They refer to flood lighting and they

give a minimum coefficient of beam utilization of 0.75.
There are many ways to reduce the connected load in the actual
design below that given in the limiting value established above.
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For example, a non-uniform lightine pattern related to task location should be considered.

Either the relocation of lighting

equipment when tasks are relocated within a space or an overall
lightinB system with adequate switching for flexibility of task
arrangements should be investigated.
light distribution pattern.

And you want to consider the

The light loss factor, they mention

again, is extremely important.

The higher the · value you use for

the light loss factor in calculations, the less the connected load
will be.

The designer should also carefully evaluate cleaning and

relampin~ schedules.

consider frequent group lamp replacement and

luminaire cleaning that will permit the use of a higher light loss
factor.

Then actually a little bit higher lighting level, if you

choose to have it, is possible.
Controls - energy used for lighting purposes is a product of
the lighting load and the hours of usage.

Therefore, circuiting

and switching or dimming should be provided so that:

lighting in

task areas larger than 100 square feet can be reduced by at least
one-hrtlf when the task is not being performed or is relocated.
Lighting can be turned off when a space is empty and not used.
On 90-75 they had established a recommended form that you use
in calculating a power budget for your building.

Going back to

the typical school classroom and going through that formula, if
you take the foot candles of 50 and an area of 700 square feet
and divide the lumens per watt by 55, and you have a coefficient
of utilization of about 55 and a light loss factor of 0.70, you
would be a~lowed 700 watts to light the classroom, which is about
(
)

2.4 watts per square foot.
well within that. ·

I'm sure that most designs today are
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so

prim~rily, and in summary, application of ASHRAE

90-75

~equirA s a n e w set of calculations to determine the maximum building power lig11tlne budtet which shall not be exceeded.

I compared

this with valu e enilneering procedures used in cost estimating and
cost control during design phases of aproject.

Once the power

budget i s established the challenge is to design a quality lighting
system using tl1e lowest corrected wattage, but in any case, not
exceedinz the established budget.
Stevens:

Any qu~stions on this area?

Are they saying that in a residential kitchen, you must

have a ceiling reflectance of 80%?

Is this to be assumed in the

design procedure?
Thorpe:

I think this is .to be assumed in the design procedure.

That's in establishing the power budget.

And then if you want

somethine less, you are free to do that.

But you will notice in

the guide, that they take a typical kitchen which is about 10' x
11' or 11' x 12', and following this formula, your power budget
for kitchens is about 400 watts.

I don't believe there are many

kitchens in Maine that use 400 watts.
Comment:

Then again, some people don't like the standard kitchen

with the sheetrock ceiling and light yellow walls.

An~ that is

what they are saying.
Thorpe:
Question:

That's in establishing this power budget.
How about that 2% maximum for exteriors 0

It seems to

me that you have a tough time if you try to light a baseball field
with 2% of the locker room lighting.
Thorpe:

This is referring to facade lighting - decorative light-

ing on your building.
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wuestion:
Cod~?

Does this code conflict with the National Electrical

It did _say should or shall provide 2 watts of the illu-

minating lighting in an area.
Thorpe:

Your National Electrical Code requires using 3 watts in

determining the circuits to the area.
Question:

But it doesn't seem to be any point to provide the cir-

cuits if you're not going to be allowed to provide the light.
Thorpe:

Well, I think t~s may be that the National Electrical

Code may someday recognize this and change that requirement but
that Code has been honored for a number of years.
comment:

I think in residences, you generally don't have to have

all the rooms lighted at once and you've got to rnake some trade offs.
Thorpe:

I think in the National 3lectrical Code it recognizes

that in your home you might want to plug in a movie projector or
something like that for a short range of time.

That code is a

good criteria with the 3 watts allowed.
Question:

Is there any way that a liehting system could be con-

trolled as is heat with a thermostat?
on that?

Has any research been done

I know in school classrooms that are large spaces that

are heated and especially if there is a large window area, on a
day when the sun might come out these large rooms can get quite
well naturally lighted without anyone going and even switching on
j

and off lights.

Could there be some system where if this is the

case the lights could come off and on automatically?
Thorpe:

That's a real good question.

Back in the days when the

state rule said we had to have glass for 14% of the floor area of
the classroom, we tried this in a school.

We had a photo cell

outside the building to bring on the lighting when the lighting
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An~ we really found a problem wjth that.

I

tl1ink the other thing that is happeninc with this 90 -75 Code is
that you o.:i-."e very se:rioucly restricting the amount of glass in a
classroom in any case to take care o~ the heating, energy requirements.

so you ar0 required to put on the electricity for lighting.

These are some of the trade offs that have to be recognized.
Holt:

As we discuss this,

I get the .i n_pression that cn~i:neers who

are faced with sizing the overall syGtP~S very tightly, where they
ur~ed to havP r:iurr-~ flexibility.

Are you. saying tha t for lightinc

and power thRt the sizing of the basic installation is being controlled by the enercy budget rather than the usacerJ
lir:-Jing va1ued r)

Bow is it

ior instance, if you war1ted to have a room that

W8S

multi-purpose, and you had one set of lights for one use, and you
had a totally different set of lights for a different use, could

:rou put them both in, as long as you were going to use them 0
·_.'h orpe:

I dori' t

think there is any li:1i. t there.

the amount of us~gc of your energy.

'Phey are lirni ting

You might have to have an

interlock so you couldn't use them both at the sn.rne time.
Hill:

There would have to be a way of shutting off for the lower

use, and not having the big lights on all alone.
Question:

The other thing is whether there has been any attempt

made to figure out what candle reduction there could be in actual
tasks 0

I think in our discussion when we were putting this toeether

someone mentioned that the Pennsylvania standards for classroom
lighting around the second world war was about 15 foot candles.
Now that's 50 foot candles.

Is it necessarily 50 on the other
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standards - the energy conserving standards?
Hill:

The fellow that presented this chapter at Reston said that

it takes about 75 foot candles to deal with that sheet of paper.
If ·the ,students in

a

classroom could use felt tip pens, you would

need about 15 foot candles.

And this is not based on any intuition.

This is based on scientifically controlled tests of visual ability.
So, a lot of thougnt has gone into this, but the i<lea is again to
reduce a very complex visual problem to the constraints of some
kind of a code.

In doing this, you obviously don't cover every-

thing, but it has all been thought through.
comment:

This ASHRAE 90-75 book itself is very difficult to read

as it is printed in blue print.
Comment:

It's not really an energy conserving format.

Comment:

That might take that into consideration - what print

you use for books in a classroom.
Comment:

we had a meeting of ASHRAE and the speaker at the last

one was Ted Atwood, who's the president of Region I of ASHRAE.
That region encompasse$ New Jersey, New York, and New England.
He went to this conference in Virginia.
lavender.

And I laid him out in

I said I didn't know what they did with this book, but
+.

fellows like myself couldn't read it except in bright sunlight.
I said I thought the only reason they might print it in that color
was because they were trying to prevent people from trying to copy
~·

the damn thing.

But I told him our copier copied it, and we have

a cheap 3M machine.

rt will copy it.

I told him I didn't know

what they were trying to do, but they were damn fools to do it.
Nick Holt, section 10:
Well, we've got another section here that is not too technical.
The title of section 10 is very encouraging - Energy Requirements
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for ~~ ildin~ Design (of alternate systems) baced on Systems
rr:alyc:3is .
t:1

.1

think .in t11e afternoon we will get into what the AIA

o s i ti o :1 i s on e 1H::: r tsY ,:, Landa rd s i :n a gr ea. t rrw re de t ai 1 •

The basic

cl ; pro a. c: h w c ' v e had ha s be e u wha L l~o 1J w o s ta 1 k.i n t~ cl b o u t for e 1 e c - .
Lr:i ca1 an<l t1·1 at was tu work w.i th energy budGets.

1\nd

this was the

_i_rnaGinat .ion arn1 skill to try and meet that stanuard in a diversi.CieJ ·~·1ay.

'J' he intent of Sec tion 10 is to allow you to use any

ener 0 y sys Lem

./OU

\r.Jish so long as the total yearly energy consum

tlon i s not inore t.£1~:rn you woulJ. ·be allowed to do on an equivalent
imildin~ tna L was carrie,a through all t}ie standard procedures.
'l.1 his seemed to be a 6 ood bricige betwee:n the AIA approach and any

problems with thls stanuard, which is essentially a prescriptive
standa.rd..

12:hen getting in Lo ChaJ)ter lU, it became 1uore and more

u 1· a u y c t e 1n l

f;

Ly n t~ c e s :-:, j_ ·~~ y , a t l ca s t in the f i r- s t s tag e , o :n a

very prel irnina.ry basJs.
Lake ad. van tac;e

If you are goln~ to do anythinc that will

of till.s alternate sys tern, you have cot to dusign

you.r syste1n , ar; I urLl rstai1d it, not only for the alternate that
0

you pro90se tu u ~e , ~ut for the model or dummy building, as sort

of a wu :"'khorse, anc.1 JOU' ve tot to do i t in detai 1 enou~h so they
can evaluate not

rn en t.

011ly

your rationale, but can evaluate your equip-

' [ ou have to ~)e able to analyze it hour by hour.

And in

that ch~~ter I lc erned fnr the first time how many hours there

2.re _i_n

:i

Jc~n.r ber::r:in:::'.e that's how many hours you have to do i t -

b , 71!.0, J t.iiink it is.

I ELink that because of the greater detail

re1uired to consider an alternate, it will be very cumbersome and

very difficult to follow tl1is route.

T

think a suGgestion if you

w8re going to make it would be that the alternate be evaluated at

the same detree of detail that normal buildincs would be done at,
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and hopefully after a while, you could get a standard generally
established which would serve different building types with
adjustments, but is of course very difficult.

So that you

would have more of a norm to compare with, rather than having to
go through a complicated approval form of preparation.
The chapter does allow complete freedom.
i t has these limitations as now written.

But as I see it,

Any questions on Section

10?
Hill:

That's a lot better than the presentation we got in Reston.

Holt:

I volunteered for this when you said that was the worst

presentation you had ever been to.
Hill:

The whole thing pivots around '' similar building".

design a building with a parking garage underneath.
is up on posts with parking underneath.

You

The building

You go through chapters

one through nine and do the envelope thing that Nick talked about
originally.

And it doesn't meet the standard.

glass or change it somehow, it would get by.
i t doesn't get by.

But as it is designed,

so they say, all right, we'll abandon the park-

ing garage underneath.
or isn't it?

If you put in less

Now it meets the standard.

Is this legal

10,000 questions like this were raised at Heston and

there were 10,000 non-answers, as to what was a ''similar building''·
Was it a similar building if you abandoned the parking garage and
so on°

Chapters 4 through 9 establish an energy budget for the

building.

Then you can size that building within that energy budget

but violate chapters 4 through 9.
Holt:

One of the ways you might develop this, is if you had a

building that was a perfect square - a cube - the ratio of outside
surface to floor cover would be at a certain level.

If you went

to an oblong, single-floor building with still no ins and outs,

sc.,
you would probably get 15~ to 40% ~reater surface 2rea for the same
squ:tre footage of usable sJmce.

If you then started to articulate

with tne windows and so forth - and put it on a lo tty as !lick

S1J[~ges ted, you v..;oulci be increasinG the surfs ce tremendously with
no restriction on doing this from

!\

~:-P~AE; so you conlc.i put up a

c.iw1nny :prototype tnat wciuld give you a v~?ry

1\ney of course di.:-Jcou . cac; e that.

loose tLing to meet.

Une of the t11int;s that I would be

j_n teres teJ in uu ..i.ng :is to thinK. :i.:n terms of low~r desi~;x1 temperature, hut not for elder1y .

If you can assume a lower temrJerature

they are 1_; o in.:~ to r 2 quire that yo u l owe r the c o lrl 1) ar at iv e t em _per a-

t ur e, so you can't take their energy package as a budget without
some restrictions on it.
Bill J?ake:

Chapter 11 co vers the procedure if you are going to have some
oort of auxiliary usaee of your ~rnlar or wind power, or geothermal
power.

In other words your non-depletable energy source.

whe-r:e in her e d.id they rnen tion wood..
sidered de1)letr~ble.

mu ch of it too

f:-1 st

And no-

I' r.1 not s1Jre if that is con-

I guess it is to 8.n extent.
, it would be d.q)l eta bl e.

If you use too

.6._nyway, what they are

saying is that if you do builu your buildin~ in accord with this

Chapter 10 alternate, you may exclude the energy that you are getting
frorn these non-depletable re~::ources.

In other words, if you have

a so lar collecting system, your building that you designed accord-

inc to the pr~scriptive standard uses 100 million ?tu per year and
your alternate b1:1-lld.int: use r: say 150 million r.tu per year.

But

SO million Et u. rn.C-Jy be from th8 sun, so you can take that figure

and nubtract it and you're in.

In other words just because of

this one rf~at 1.ffe, your building may use more energy or require more
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enercy per year.

But sincA you are getting this percenta~e from

the non-depletable resourcP, then it may not be counted, and therefore you have met th e s t andard.

However, to qualify solar energy,

you can't just take a nd put in a large window facing south and l e t
i t go at that.

You've ~ot to provide insulating shutters or blinds.

There has to be some WRY to cut down the heat los s when the sun
is not shining or at night.

Also, if it is air conditioned, you've

got to provide some means of shading to keep the solar gains down.
It also applies to nocturnal cooling.

With your economizer system,

you are circulating the cooler night air throughout the building
and cooling it down at night.

I don't think that applies too well

in I-J aine because our temperature at night is not vastly different
from that in the dayti~e.

You can credit this cooling energy that

you gained from nocturnal cooling and subtract t h at from your
total requirement.
One of the things they are saying here that makes it rather
critical, is that you've got to document the thing sufficiently.
It is mandatory that it be prepared by an engineer who is registered
and it must be done in sufficient detail to verify that it meets
this particular standard.

And you also have to separately identify

the nocturnal energy as separate from that for heating.

And this

documentatinn is supposed to be submitted to the authorities and so
on.

This has an exception as usual.

If you have a building under

20,000 square feet, you don't need _ any full-year system analysis.
You can 2lso exemptbuildings from comparison to the old buildings wit h
the standard design, provided
non- d epletable sources.

that thermal energy is over 50% from

In other words, you don't need to go by any

of this, if you take over 50% of your energy fro m a non-depletable
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::.·e::.~ource.

I Guess tncrc is one of these i11

~

'.aine.

;\ls o' ~rour

Lo t~:.. 1 cncr r7, .i f it exceeds )O;'., you Jon' t nf.::·~·r! to L;o hy the prev i. o u ::.;
::. ~:;

c;

t ;1~ 1 d nr d •

.L n okinL; town.rd tiw future when

~:~: o 1 a r en er GY , win cl en er ~y , ::: n r) th e

will

LJ 1e n -;

h :~ mu.ch rnor.c

c n er CY an cl so on •

ror'1 a 1

Uf; e

of

You can

.Jubtract all th2-t .:;tuff frnm the bud~e t.

r: o rn rn r: 11 t :

·1·-d-i 8

t I a rn ~_;hi 11 kin L a Q o u t L:

w o o d a ~::'. a :n i rn port ant f u e 1

in

~ccor~ing to this standard, I would interpret wood as being

i iaine.

in the non-depletable cateGory.

Fill:

L

would reach that conclusion too - that it includes wood.

Cornrncnt:

That's okay for r!.aine, but not for other r)arts of the

world.
li'ake:

r ob

'. onks is lookine; in to the t.;eneration of e1ectrici ty

for :··ai11e anu he'

f!

looking at generrtt inc enou/_;h for our require-

ments h8re by burninc ~10od if we can ~et sorietlling like 5 cords
ppr acre ~-:ie r year, svery yee.r.

like 2 cords per acre, rer yenr.
i t on an economical basis.

{igh t now the f.igure :i. s something

1

The problem of course is to get

Eowever, if you look at the rest of

the country and say how much vrnod they have

requ .i rernents are vastly different from
Comment:

I

see this whole thing as

~1

their electrical

J1 ~aine.

vast differe~cc, regarding

wood as a fuel because there is no mention made of its efficiency

whether in a Franklin stove, or whatever.
Fake:

?ireplaces and wood stoves are orders of magnitude differ-

ent.
Conirnent:

Eut even a ~i'ranklin 2tove is so bad.

There our,ht to be

s o met hing in he re to cover the efficiency of wood stoves, just as
there is for oil or gas or whatever.
iake:

Perhaps there should.

Comment:

I heard somethin~ on the radio.

They had the imported

black iron stoves at 75~~- ei'ficient and the :?rank2-in s·cove .J. t 59~0
efficiency.
Hill:

I can speak to that and it will only take about 4 minutes.

Jay Sheldon , Williams Colleee in \'/illiamstown, I·:assachusetts is
doing an exciting thing.

The only way wood stoves have ever been

evaluated from an efficiency point is to put the stcve on a set of
scales; weigh the stove every 30 seconds so that you know the fuel
consumption; and then look very carefully at the thermal chemistry
of the stack.

Look at the stack temperature, carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide, unburned hydrocarbons and so on.

Then you get the

energy given in the room by inference and not measure the energy
directly.

With a ~a tional Science Foundation grant, Sheldon has

put together a room calorimeter;
with very low he~t capacity.

A building, very highly insulated

A very specifically controlled quan-

tity of air is moved through this room and the outlet temperature
is controlled with electric heaters.

He's got a glove box so he

can reach through th~ walls of the room to adjust the scales - so
his own metabolic rate doesn't rness up the room.

He looks at that

temperature flow, carbon monoxide, enthalpy of reactants, etc.
Then when he is all done he looks at the valley in the watt hour
rneter that controls the temperature of air leaving the room.

And

now he has put through this system a whole series of stoves, Ashley,
Riteway, J6tul, and so on and he finds that i~ doesn't make a heck
of a lot of difference.

A Franklin with the doors closed is within

something like~ points below the very best Hiteway, Ashley, or
whatever you want to pick.

J

a fire place.

Of course he knows enoueh not to try

That has to be a dumb idea from a thermal point of
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What I think he is saying, is t hat you can scientifically

view.

design an oil burner:

adjust the fuel-air ratio, and so on.

But

not so with ;:: wood stove. ·
wuestion:

When you were talking before about non-depletable

sources of energy, you mentioned geothermal.
woulci put a gcotheruial system in my ho11Be.
oyeration.

\vhy shou1d

quirernents ·;;

don't think I

I

It's not a small scale

there by any le E~ senin t; of efficie11ey re-

it is something that is out of the control of a par-

ticular budget.

~or instance, in southern California, a large

portion of the electricity i s thermal, geothermal.

In those areas,

the use of energy is out of step with the rest of the country.

In

other words, why should anything that is beyond the limits of a given
project be exempt0
An s wer:

I can't tell you why.

c om111en t:

I

think it i

t-3

the same question we have here - if you

a re {;u ln G to du a wood s tove, do it e fficiently.
A n s wer :

rhat' H true, but, sup1josedly the geot h errr. al energy is

1

non- d epletable.

You are not going to use it up.

In other words,

y·ou are goin 6 to use up the coal, and you are goin 5 to use up the
oil.

And once it is gone it is gone forever.

But geothermal can

be u s ed for thousands and thousands of years.

Eolt:

Let's :put it this way.

If you have enoubh interest in

cons ervation, let's say a given utility will serve 1000 homes ~or
electricity, i.f you had good conservation, it ulight serve 50,000.

An d the~ e fore it will save the other fuel.
It' s

2

c ooct point.

Your point is th8t they should put in

t h e insulation in the house that is heated with g eothermal hot water.
I n other words, if you lived in an area where you could get your
hot water out of the eround, you wouldn't need to insulate your
house.
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Comment:

If it was down to the scale of a single unit, in other

words you'd call it a given project, and it wasn't used for other
purposes, I would say it doesn't matter.
Fake:

It's a good point.

Because if ~hey do follow some energy

saving criteria, instead of heating development houses or generating electricity, they could generate less for the north.
Comment:

Didn't they start out with this whole idea in 90-75 of

restricting themselves on the premises of a budget?

What will

Section 12 cover 0
Fake:

section 12 when they do come to it may answer this question.

That is the question of what you are going to do with what you use.
It would be dictated maybe by where you live and what your natural
resources are or how far you are from natural resources.

And, as

an aside here, there is some energy and price data which although

we've probably all seen at one time or another is easy to forcet,
but this is for freight transport.
r::a rch 74,)

This is in terms of energy per l~tu per ton mile.

is 450 Btu per ton mile.

Of liquid one mile.
take 600.
42,000.

(From article in ASHRAE Journal,
Pipeline

That is it takes 450 Btu to move a ton

For railroad it takes 670.

A waterway will

The truck will take 2GOO and an airplane will take
Now if you take this in costs of cents per ton mile, the

pipeline is .27~ per ton mile; railroad is 1.4¢; waterway is .3¢·;
the truck is

7.5¢; and the airplane is 21.9¢.

You can see that

the airplane is a couple of orders of magnitude more costly to
move freight than the pipeline and the waterway.
total costs.

This includes

There . is some data on passengers but I don't think

that applies here.

So here we are up in New England and we are a

long way from gas and oil.

Yet you look at the cost of transporting
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the t·d,uff, and it .is equivalent to what the cost iB by waterway.
:. . o l t .i. s .really not terribly expensive, in terms of co st.

And yet

wit ;.,_ L we 1):1.y for gas, not gasoline, but ~as, in J•JJai. ne is considerably
111ure

t11an they pay elsewhere.

I don't know.

dhere the higher pricing comes in,

./1..nd yet you look at prices of fuel oil - v.ell, let's

look at the price of gasoline.

We're close to the water here where

it comes in, compared with portions of the country where it comes
in by truck.

It has to be hauled for a couple hundred miles by

trucK.
Question:

I'd like to have a clarification.

Nick wa s talking

about southern California, or somewhere where the electric utilities
u::;ed geothermal anci I assume he was comparing this because you
wouldn' L have to go through that budgeting type of thing.
l.

n t·,.;.,r,-,8-1.
i·n;J"
'-" . -._: V .Lo •

That's

Like in ~aine we generate power by using water power.

Does that mean that if we generated power by water power we wouldn't
bave to go through that budgeting thing ':'

':Jhat l am saying is :that

doesn't this apply to each specific project regardl~ss of how the
power corn es to you from the outsider)

If you .:::1.re tal 1.cinE; about non-

d epletable energy sources on a s~ecific project, wouldn't that

I would say so.
pret it thi c way.

I don't know quite whether we should inter-

some of that electricity that is generated over

the wires, is generated from a geothermal source - it' s non-depletable
way back there.

you are always i:;oine; to llave it.

And yet they

are sayit g .•.•• water power is the same thing .•••• yet they are saying
all electricity is from the resources we have here.
comment:

Where you are having a breakthrough on effusion processes,

they are a depletable resource.
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comment:

on solar energy, there is an interesting article that was

on this morning's 7:00 A.M. news.

This school building in Atlanta,

Georgia, was being dedicated today which the engineers have predicted
will be heated and cooled by solar energy up to 60% - somewhere
between 50% and 60f~.

It is being fin a nced by the t;overnrnent, this

solar collector and they predict that they can heat it for 8 days

1

from storage while they can only cool it for 4 hours from the available storage in the building, i f it is a cloudy day.
watching to see what will happen.

s o they are

So if Atl a nta can only give 50%,

what c::tn the state of f,!aine get for percentage>
Fake:

I asked about something a while back.

Audobon sponsored a

seminar on energy a month or so ago down in Portland.

And I asked

a question in one of these sessions from some people from !,Jew
Hampshire, on how they sized their solar collecting systems.
guess I probably embarrassed them a bit.
about it.

I

I was rather hard-nosed

In other words, if you are going to ~o by strict economics,

how much will it cost you for capital equipment, your collars per
year, your total cost of ownership, and how do you size this 9
What do you use and how do you do it 0

How do you make that decision ?

Somewhere you have to make that decision on how to size the system.
~hat kind of came out of that was that there is no good answer.
Well, if you read this history of steam heating, boilers, which
have been in the business over a hundred years - back then nobody
could afford steam boilers.

The heRting system was way too expen-

sive, and it was out of the question.
The price is reasonable now.
for these oiher systems.
so on.

J

And we all have them today.

And this is goine to be the same thing

The value per dollar will work out and
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,:;c, nrnie11 t:
p .q 1 rn O U th

I think that new build inc .\udo bon is pu ttinG up in
CO ~:d,

'ft:~:) •

.t.. n d

t

:;n OO

P (]_ l la re

f OOt -

f Or

"I.hat i_s 20~,:; of the

dP s ic;n

req 1 Jj_rement.

rJ 1) () ll

p8 r

':l'he pro lJ.l.0 m is the weather.

l!.1.11:

0

.

You know th ;it you ge t about

50 ~j of the ava_ilo.ble sunshine .i n ra ine.

you

S O la r

How does that 50% come

to

because it is a random thing, you can't desi en the storage

system.

You can run several years worth of weather data through

the computer and try to optimize the ratio between solar collectors
and rock bed storage size, but it still turns out to be a kind of
arbitrary set of decisions you have to rnake in the end.
like the de 3 ree days in design criteri a and so on.

It isn't

Eu ton the

Audo bon buiLdinc a 30 dAgree outside ambient te mpera t ure on the
average , and 3 hours of sunshine on the averaee in December, the
bu il d inl~ will carry it~3 elf.
l1appe n °

!·:ow decide how m8ny dr1ys that will

Jt'r-: n. tough proposition.

If you cet three days 1j_ke that

i.n a row, you start to build storage.
three sunny days in a row.

the t udobon building.

so

-}~u t your stor2ce won't handle

it's one of the reasons for building

It's to find out what k i nd of relationship

you need between collector storage, and storage size and heat load
of the buildin g .
?ake :

That is goi n 6 to be one of the problems in the future as

fa r as determining how much you are reAlly going to c~arge off with
tldf:; non-de1)l ct ;:, b1e resource.

If we

co

to an actua l u s eful capacity

for a normal heating season - I don't know how you are going to ·
figure it or how you are going to justify it.

It'e going to be

so va riabl e .
Hill:

Lo ok i ng at economic trade-offs more, you can go to R35

insulation, triple glazing - and these investment s if you figure
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them up aeainst solar, they turn out to be trade-offs at this
I :1 ti tuc3 P ~rnd with th if:· amount of suns}dne, to be things th nt A.re

well worth the money.
exhaust air.

That's even to putting heat pumps on the

That is, you can make Herculean efforts at conser-

vation to cut down on the amount of solar energy you need because
it is so expensive both in terms of the panels and in terms of the
storage.
Fake:

One other thing that I've never seen mentioned in any of

the engineering journals and a housewife brought it up to me.

She

said ''These south windows are great and all that, but how do you
protect your curtains and carpeting and upholstery from fading?''
That's a decision you've got to make.
Abbie ?age:

I would like to say we are beginning here a kind of

dialogue which is one of the purposes of this meeting.
shy.

Don't be

we are going to edit the transcripts and we won't make you

look foolish.

I'd like to leave you with a few things that I

thought of while listening to the discussions.

just

You could maybe

think about them over lunch perhaps for future discussion.

One

of the things is that energy conservation (which this is a part of)
is a problem.

conservation is called the short term solution to

the ener~y crisis.

If these standards were now to be adopted,

just how effective would this short term solution be?

How short

would the term be before we would begin to see an effect?

Another

thing which we might consider is enforcement of etandards such as
this.

Another thing would be that the consumer viewpoint seems to

be completely lacking in the standards that have been made up.
I foresee for instance, an expanding market in portable heaters,
handyman's skylight kits, table lamps, and so forth.

Another point
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is a little story I would like to relate.

With Section 12 missing,

I think that is go ins to be .important to :-1aine.

had a 1 it t l

P

In a meeting we

\v h.i 1 e a c; o , we had the 1 are est e 1 e ctr i c 5. ty supp 1 i er

in the state and the lar~est home heatine oil supplier in the state
talking to each other abn11t their projections for future demands
on their reep t!c ti ve sources of enerc;y,

for home heatir~g.

.And it

turned out that each underestimated their own supply need.

The

o il man had been expecting the electricity man to pi ck up the new
residential construction, and the eli?ctricity man was expecting the
oil man to pick up the new residential construction.

so

both had

underestimated the future supply that they were each coing to have

so

to provide.

I think the question of which type of energy we are

goin~ to have to use for re8idential construction ls ihlportant.
Yuu may

have noticed in (~tJn8.t or }''. uskie' s hearint;s

8

consumer was

com,laining about the installation of electric heat in ~{A housing.
He

:;a .id

whc.:;

~

tr1 h ; was a real rip-off for the consur1er who didn't know

.his bi11 y;qs go in c to be.

and naive.

He said the consnmer is innocent

So this is something you might want to consider.

last. point i8 what should government's role be')

lea s t docmatic?

The

l<ost dogmatic or

We could try for mandatory conservation legislation.

rche "ideal 1 thincs to do would be to hand the 1 :Jg isla ture the .1\SHRAE
1

90-75 stand2.rds

and

f .Ay

"make a law.

!I

We

would use the purchase

powe r o l government for setting standards for ourselves, or
could attem pt to spread the word.

we

And there are probably all sorts

and s hades of things we could do in between.

I would like some

direction from you as to which way you feel the s tate of Maine
should go.
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1!e11nln:

Defore we bre~k f~om the morninB session, I think it would

be useful to take another look at the ASHRAE standards them s elveR.
They seem to be very inconsistent.
have a two category approach.
technical improvements.
by policy mandate.

They have highs and lows.

They

One is savings by strict, small

The other one is what amounts to savings

I think we should analy~e the total in terms

of thos~ two different ap proaches which are inconsistently applied
in the standard.
thing.

And then you can analyze the role of the whole
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AFTERFOON

!~ b Liie J)age:

s:r-;ssron

-

A~·: HRAE

90-75 STANDARDS

I wa.s c3 iocussj_ng wt th the fellows from the :'.: he1 ter

Jn stj_tute wJiether we wnnt to ~o back into the details of the .

::3tandard or whether we w:int to t~ O .into I>0liticP firfJt.

P.nd w11ile

they are madn 6 that decision, I would like to introduce Glen Torrey
who is the unly politician here that I know of.

Glen ls a represen-

tative from the town of Poland which is my hom8 town.

One of the

thin~s you've GOt to know about Glen is that he is a very generous
guy and. ver-:;' conscientious.

~e

is tllso R.epublic2n.

' fe

invited

everybcidy from the energy committee but Glen is the only one here.
We hope he will take bac~ all the details.

Have you fellows made

any decision yet on how you want to hand1e this afternoon session0
I think it is DOinG to be ea.sier if we J)erhAps eet a couple

t~n~Jwer:

of questions a.~ked Rbout technicalities.
~ ot to

SRY

Abbie I'a8e :

for

A

w~'ll put off what I've

few minutes.

Okay, I will field questions from the floor about

technicalities and specific details for any of the panel members.
r~ uestion:

~:here'E' one thine; that doesn't seem to be brought out

in the standard.

pnd in my estimation it is very wasteful - and

th a t is the calculation of the boiler load.

It is very backward

in the calculation of the boiler loads - the theory about piping,
pick up and all these thi11t.;s.

:But actually when you study your

piping and your pick up and you don't need them all.

But they do

want to include ventilation 8ir and maybe they mention it somewhere.
But they don't mention and bring out the heat required for ventilation air and for heating domestic water.
the simultaneous peak?

Also, how do you vent at

These things don't necessarily happen all
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at one time.

Lika a storage water heater will he~t up during the

night, and in the mroning when your outdoor temperature is at the
col~est, your storage

+

.

Waver lS

all through he8ting.

I've actually

desi~ned systems that were way below the standard in the euide,
and they were still oversi~ed.

The first boiler was at 67% of

capacity and the second boiler never came on all winter.

It shows

that there is a lot to be done that isn't beine done in the practical aspect of this thing.

?Jot in your theory and all your cal-

culations, but in just getting at a boiler load.
to be analyzed.

It seems to need

Another point I would like to make is that normally

these standards are revised every five years.

Well, five years

this thing will be completely obsolete, so it would have to be
revised every year I would think, with the standing committee planning
on the changes.

And I don't know whether that is being done or not.

It seems to me that five years is far too lone for this.

I belong

to the society, but I've found that they are way behind the times
when it comes to the people in the office who are working every day
coming up with better things that are more up to date.
Abbie Page:

Anyone want to add any comments to that 9

They were

excellent remarks.
Rennin:
dark.

We feel that the ASHRAE

90-75 is kind of a stab in the

If the point is to conserve energy, there should have been

a much more thorough investigation of how this can be done.

Things

like well, we've found that 40% of the heat loss in a house is by
air exchange through doorways between the interior and exterior
of the house.

Thepe are design considerations.

architects and engineers.
of the heat loss.

J

Things done by

And yet they are not considering this 40%

Things like the ratio of the windows facing south

to t110~3c .fnr~:inc north or other d.i..rect:ic1 n::.,.
w .i

Tf yon h::ivc 8 north

ndow, tl,at w.indow is lo sJn 0 he8 t 24 hourt"3 a dRy.

If you have

windowe faclnB :3outh, they are helpinc with heatinc 8 hours

R

day.

Ther~ is no consider8tion in this standard as to the ratio of that
fenestrc1tjon.

·:,1e

fee1 energy could be saved there.

The U factor

rating for the 7000 degree day range I think is kind of low for
r:aine.

The average standard for a wall, for instance, is equal to

an H rating of only 5.
CornrneYlt:

It should be more conservatj_ve - le~-~ s thermal transport

than this thinG is r c)qn1ring.
rennin:

.-! e :h ave had about 400 students go through this type of

1

theory and without excPption they chose the wall with an R factor
of at least 20 •.•. even so •.• the same thing is true for ceilinGs 14" of insulation.

ti._nd all they.are requiring here is an R factor

of 10.
IIolt:
be?

.06 and so on •.... ·V'1hat's the impact of this thine going to

I don't feel ••••

rlenLin:

(It is) quite small.

90-75 appears often to be tailored

so es to not upset present buildine practices too much.
T).-:.CE :

Maybe what we should do is to ~o into your presentation

and then handle all thi3 in the question and answer period and
general discussion.
Bennin:

Would that be acceptable0

What I'm trying to do is get a feeling of what this code

is.

}?age:
Eennin:
Page:
of AIP.•

I guess it's the microphone or waiting fo.r discussion later.

I'll wait until later.
Okay, then next we'll have Mr. Stevens who is President-elect
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~?aul

st evens:

T think it is difficult trying to handle what 90-75 means in
one day; you could spend several days discussinG its technical
aspects - what is good and what isn't good.

stan ding ~P here, I

feel a little bit like the AIA has been behind the eight bnll, and
I have some fairly heavy criticism for the code.

But as a represen-

tative of the AIA, I can't say wh a t the AIA has co t of a very s ubstantive nature that is better than 90-75.

~he ~IA is working in

that direction, but so far I thirik we have mostly been shootine
things down, which is unfortunate.

I wish we had a finished plan

that could say, "Here is what we_ ought to do instead," but we
don't.

J\IA is working on it, thouch; even if we have been working

in more general terms than ASHRAE.
Now that we've had sort of a review of what the 90-75 is all
about, we've got to discuss what to do with it.

I'm goinG to offer

you one opinion - ~IA's opinion - even though there are a couple
areas I don't entirely agree with.

And I want to make it clear

that this is AIA national policy.

AIA policy is basically sound,

but I think there are some details which should be discussed.
One of the tasks that have been assigned us today is to consider
the 90-75 in light of its merits as a building code.

And I believe

that was actually stated in the literature that went out.

I'm sure

no one here disputes the need for energy conservation, nor disputes

90-75 a s a valuable guideline.

Not even the AIA does that.

But

,

the AIA sees the standard as a euideline only and recognizes that
a serious detriment to energy conservation could be implicit in
adopting 90-75 as a code.

I

..J

J

Mandatory energy standards are the result

of an attitude that says that we cannot trust professionals and
buildin~ owners in the normal action of the marketplace to produce
l.)
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,:;; :-d~.i :.< f~ .._cto1·y

such

:.tf:

nolutions.

The AI!'. is op1)osed to _prer~cr .i ptive standards

90-7 ~~ ~rnd rec ornmend s al tern a t .i vr-3 p i::~rfo rm::-:i.n co- bau eo standards.

r11 he t T . ~; i s pr cc~ en t 1 y work.in g to de v e 1 o 11

2

}), tu -

pP r

-

square - foot per-

f o rrn an c e stanc1ard, wbich we expect to ·he completec: fairly soon.
To

draw an &naloE;y, it ts like the oil indu.st ·~-"'Y tellini; the

auto manufacturers that all cars must have four cylinders or fewer,

rather than sayine; you sho1.;.ld desicn cars to get ~,0 ;:Jiles per gallon.
~1 1 he AI.A.' s opposition to prescriptive standards h2..s basically

L:h.ree thrusts:

l) such ste.ndards c:nly consider individual components and not

the entire structure;
2) they d o not encourage the development of new technology;
3)

they do not fully utilize the creative talents of all these

professi n11al0.
'/.'br:,t I

would 111:e to do

.1:3

to excer_rt a l.i. ttle bit here from

a posi tior.i paper which was written by the AI/ at the end of this
1
..

12.st summer.

r!'he po:pe:r is

directed specifically at prescriptive

standards for energy conservation, ri.nd I think it will say, as
well as anyone can, exactly where the architects in the AIA stand
on this issue.

In order to provide you with a back[round, the AIA's

role nationally in broad regard to enercy conservation and more
n3rrowly to energy stanuards, I would like to quote portions of
· this paper.
·•1b0ut two years aeo, recognizing that the energy issue was
of' increasing importance, the 1Uf. established a Task :?orce to examine
the ~otentials of energy conservation in buildings and the built
environment.

Leo A. Daly, Chairman of the Task ?orce, rendered

his report to the President of the AIA in April.

The report was
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_published by the Ji.IA in nay, 1974, (and was called), 'Energy
uonservation in the :Euil t ~~nvironment:
l

t h .i. n k. p e r h c::q ., H

d.1.st.rihutc

trH~111

In;) 11;y

0

f y(

> 1

i

A Gap in current strategies.'"

ha v e s e en th i s l> <..JO k 1 e 't o

I ' v c tr .i e d to

;1ru und Lu ue v<)ral agencies in the ~tate and f-~ ince

that time, the AI!1 has com e out with several other documents.

l

"This

report gives a strategic evaluation of the potential of energy
conservation in buildings and recommends a national program.
report outlines a basic action plan for ce tting underway.

The

The AIA

Board has approved the recommendations of the report as official
Institute policy.

An Energy Steering committee, under the chairman-

ship of Leo Daly, has been named to carry the program forward.

The

AIA convention unanimously approved a resolution calling upon the
nation to develop a high-priority program for energy conservation
in the bullt environment.
From another perspective, the AIA Research Corporation, under
contract with GSA, developed a study of ''Energy Conservation Design
Guidelines for Office Buildings."

That is this booklet here,

which is available from the GSA for $2 a copy which is well worth
getting and loo.kin~ at, I think.

This work has been published by

GS4 and is available through the Government Printing Offi~e.

The

AIA Research corporation also produced a report for the Ford
Foundation's Energy policy Project entitled, "-:Snergy Conservation
in Building Design.
''Through other committees, the AIA is also exploring the relationships of the nation's energy problems as they relate to the
u

J
J

architectural and buildin e desi gn profession s.
It is clear that the AI A has taken a strong position favoring
the conservation of energy in the built environment.

; :o we v c r

v.r h l

,

l e the }. I I\

re co mm end in e a v & r i e ~;y o f in it i at iv e s

j_ s

2n,l ~ill be dcvelopin ~ ~ore on how to c0nserve ener~y in the built
environment,
ar

:Lt has

reco1i1rnended again~t a numb e r of 2ctions that

t lw uc; .n t c~ t IJr e f:; en t to be i 11- 8 d vi s i:; d •

t~

.r. L' is c n n c n rn e d over

th e t endeTicy ·Lo rush toward mandatory 8 doption of prescriptive
e nPr c y cons c rvntinn stqndards in buildinJ codes or other govern-

no rc det0il, J. t is n pprorri a te to present a brief b~ck g round on the

t1Jt bri e fly I think it will give everybody an understandin g on how
this (SB?t~ stand2rd senerated.
"In Jul y , 1973, the :Yationa.1 ConfPrence of .~ tates on }-Juilding

c~oa' pp_, 8.-.11 0
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·:~; tanuar< is ( .:.6 ~)) Qevc lo 1-, a n in terirn s t-:rndard for energy conservation
i n n ew b11ilaings for consid0ration by the V8rious Ptate legislatures.
f

ftPr con s ultation with re_presenta.tivP~~ of the builrl.int::; professions,

.rrn:.-; published. a

TF-)r r·) r t

entitled, '~)esi.(;n ano. ~:~valuation Criteria

.for ~·~nergy Conservation in ::ew Buildinc;s. '

I1 his letter transmitting the NBS ~eport to the National
counciJ of :3ta.tes on :Building Codes, r1r. ~·.' illenbrock, Director of
the NBS Institute for Applied Technology, stated, 'It is also our
recommendation that the states be advised not to usP the document
in its present form for resulatory purposes.'
C" U
.._)

b sequen tl
. y,

tl"1e

',.TCO°PCC'
.::;
..... ~ 0

(

Wh•lC h
.•

•
lS

th•lS

~T 8
.1·:

t•l0!18. J"- Con f erence

0

f

~tates on Building Codes) requested the AMerican Society of Heating,
P efrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc. to do further
work toward the development of a draft standard for energy conservation.

Utilizing th0 ~BS document as a technical basis,

1
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has developed its 90-75 which was first a draft standard

90-?..
90-75 contains what AIA regards as prescriptive standards

1

for energy conservation in new builJings.

~IP's feelinJ is that

this standard represents a eood compendiu1n of engineerinc considerations for energy conservation and should be recarded as a valuable
reference.

It is our understanding, however, that a number of

state and local governments have been awaitin .~ the tSHRAS document
to incorporate it into legislation.

There has already been action

in California and Illinois along tnese lines.

Other states have

commissions directed to develop appropriate legislation, and it now
seems that a number of them are thinking thRt ,rescriptive standards
are the most appropriate route.

~lthough such actions have begun,

the ~rA continues to feel that the incorporation of even the ASH~AE
stand~rds into legislation is ill-advised at this time.
, I

~o that

those concerned with the building process can better respond to
the nnticipated lezislation actions in this are~ , the AIA feels
that the following information will be useful.
Vigorous support should be eiven to all le~isla tion providine
for broad incentives to conserve energy in buildings.

such incen-

tives should be s~ructured to include both new and existing buildings and should cover the full range of building types.
support should be also given to governmental dissemination of
available information on how energy can be conserved.
!Iowever, prescriptive standards of energy conservation should
not yet be legislatively defined, and any efforts to do so should
be opposed.

-J

J

The following are amon~ the more salient reasons for

this :position."
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iLrstly, the ~,IA thinks that. this sort of thinking discourages
!1ew ideas by lockini into existing technology._

And as the gentleman

hcrr~ s~=ihl ,., l .L ttl~ c;:ir.1.ier, in another year this code lrns to be
You c;et :people who lock .in rrnd say, ''This is the way to

upd2ted.

do tbint:;s. ·•

_rnd then yov are stuck with it for ry1orf? than a year.

''l) 1'he J)rer:-; ent state of knowledge about the specific oppor-

tunities for conserv~tion, the new technological capabilities which
could be spawneci, and the specific consequence·s of imposing prescriptive standards, even in interim form, are such that the actions
1eading to code requii::-ements r-3eem inadvisable.

It is difficult

to imagine th8t a reeul2tory system can rem8in sufficiently flexible
to take advantage of these rapid developments in knowledge and
technology which are.forthcoming.
2) r rescriptive standards do not treat the basic cause of

energy waste; namely, th~t existin~ financial and tax processes
e c tu a 11 y

prov j _de rn ore e co no mi c incentives to w 8 s t e c n er GY th 2. n to

save it.

Thus, prescriptive standards are not as likely to be

as effective as a ~ore positive approech which makeE it in the selfinterest of the developer or building owner to conserve energy.
3) The present technology is at best grossly below its full

potential.
nolo,_:!;y.

A

National 2tandard would tend to stabilize this tech-

i'~ .snufacturers would redesign to these standards and make

capital investments in equipment to produce systems which just meet
these requirements.

Once such investments are made, the costs of

adoptin 6 alternative manuf2cturing systems becomes hi[;h.

This

serves to institutionalize the existing technology and depress
innov8tion.''

I think anyone who has worked with some of the codes

architects ~ork with and engineers codes, knows that such things
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:,:·.: r;i i_n _; iL Uu

I. 1roperty

th ~1 t and .no more.
.': ta te Ho using

s t (J 11dr~ rds

tend

to,

for cxFw1pl.e, produr.e · exactly

And I think that i~ one re ar~on why the r--~ainP

Authority felt it nc cessary to sa}' something more,

and in some cases directed tov:;.irci the state of r-Taine and in some

c8.ses in more ~eneral ter~s.
"4) ~he legal st8.tus of these prescriyJtive standard.s appears

somewhat a1i1biguous, since they do r1ot deal with clear threats to
the health or safety of the individual or to t~e public welfare.
?or example, many attempts to restrict development by moratorium
have fallen when challenged in the courts.
11

5) It is ques-cionable that a capability exists within state

and locc1.l 6 overnrnents to administer such standc1rds effectively."
I just wonder.

:.t e r ve got an awful lot of trouble just finding per-

1

s on n e 1 to a drn in i s t er the code s that we now nave •

·,..,,hat kind o f

task is this going to lay on the st~te, and what kind of an economic
burden is it going to lay on tne taxpayer?
11

6) The strategy of prescriptive standard s ap~lies only to

new construction.

Tne emphasis should be on the kind of broader

strategies proposed by the AIA that encourages energy savings in
existinG buildings as well.
"7) It is by no means clear that prescriptive standards will

produce long term Energy conservation, since so much depends upon
how the systems are maintained and operated."
I nave a number of specific comments, many of which have
• 1

already been covered.

~h ey are such things as natural light, remote

power sources and so forth.

One thing I would like to point out

is that the AIA has been promoting an incentive plan based on per-

J'

J

formance standards (nationally) ~nstead of prescriptive standards.
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I

think it would be more appropriate to get into that during the

discussion ~eriod, but basically it's n scheme of tax incentives,
tax wri tri-offs, investment credit, which would encouraGe people

to s11e nu the money th a t L-.1 necessary to inve~-:;t in enerrs conservation.

I

thinK if an~,lJody is interested, we can get into that a.

little bit later.

In conclusion, 1 woula say that the AIA is urging

that 90-75 be reco~nized only as a valuable guideline that it is.

: nti that trie creative efforts of architects and engineers be recoGnized by adopting performance stanJards anJ incentives for owners
to ;neet those standard2.

AIA feels about it.

I think that in a nutshell is how the

To personally add a little b{t to this, I

feel that t h e ASHRAE 90-75F is an important first step, and that
a lot of cr sd it is due.

At least somebody is doing something.

And now if you want to ask questions, co ahead.
r. _:uestion:

1

~o ul d you ex1.Jlain a little bit about how the present

ta x laws ani financin~ tends to preserve energy0
.c_~ tevens:

I tnink briefly the em9hasis right now in any kind of a

tuilciin 6 construction Jro 6 rarn· is to keep those costs down in order
to keep mort~Afe Jeyments down.

There is no incentive to spend

~on ey up front, aP there would be for example if the money up front
coulci be written off as

e:rc~di t.

c1

tax write-off or be c~iven as an investrnent

I t11.ink anot.i:1er side of that is that you can write off

operatin 5 custs, fuel costs, and so forth as an o_peratinc; expense,
;:.dlli

ti1a t'

E~

how this thine "tends to s en i things in the opposite
1

c..irection \) _;-:' v1h r1 t

c. ue s ti on:

.1 01J

tf1ey sl10-u.ld be.

sc1. i d the

_r-_

I!- is workint; on this pro bl e:ri.

JJo you

ba ve any id cr:1. of wL c n t:hey rnigh t hcive so;11ething·~

Stevens:

~upp osedly, within the next month or so there is going

to be somet~int to present.

I"t ls fairly imminent.

They have been
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~0rkin~ on it for a long ti 1e .

As I said in the beeinnin g , I

thln k the thin~ that is a Jittle unfortunate is that I thin k the
I. I ;1. ha:·3

bd} t:i

c;o inc:; aro unJ. 11ot in circ lP. s , but has been spout int; a

lot of ceneralities and cornin3

ur

with a lot of sreat ideas.

idea of a tax write-off with it s incentives is terrific.

The

2 ut the

PIA hasn't come out with a really good thing like this which says,
"This is how we s:10uld do it."
shortly.

Hopefully, that is due out very

Eut it is performance based on Btu's-per-squa re -foot and

related to the buildin~ types and user types of buildin s s rather
than this.

I thinK the gentle~an made a good point earlier when

he said :'\. SHRAE 90-75 doesn't make any distinction as to whether
you are a chicken or a person.
Bill:

One of the things that concerns rne is buildings such as we

are in now (Holiday Inn) or a HacDonalds.

These types of buildint;

. are mass produced in Houston or somewhere and they get installed
in J·.1aine without any reeard for what kind of a climate situation
•

I

they are in.
Stevens:

ASHRAE

90-75 would stop that.

Yes it would.

And I personally think there are some kinds

of minimum thines that ought to be done which aren't being done
•

I

•

J

now.

This kind of a standard would help.

~he question in my own

mind is how you use 90-75 to acco~plish that without kind of messing
up some other things which we think are kind of important.

.l

pnd

I think to quote an obvious example of what Dick is talking about,
I

think you can draw the comparison that package builders and pack-

age building types perhaps frorn out-of-state are designing things

I

like Holiday Inns in much the same way as steel buildinG manufacturers

J

design steel buildings.
J

J

And I think the problem with packaged steel

buildings has been forestalled to a certain extent because it is
very obvious to a certain extent that, if a guy from out-of-state
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rJ r.::~:ig n:~

rr. e n t,

~1.

str;el building that doesn't meet the snow load require-

t1w lm i_1c~jr,c~

~.rnmebociy

i..,i.L

th

::t

wi 11 f a ll down.

It's no·t qut tc '.~n o bv iouc") wl1 en

1;ac k c1 c 0d ::::ystem comes in 8nd

dor~[Ul '

t desiGn the

bulldi11£.; tn be co c nizant of the enercy s_i_tuation up here .

(~ ue ctj_on :
by

I' rn h-?:.ving a li_ttle trouble undPrstanciin,_; .

If you went

the (':Lr.Et nine char,ter s and came u_p with a perforrn;rnce for equip-

ment anc so or~ , and then you applied the tenth chPpte r, isn't that

whRt you are talking about AIA co~in ; u] with0
(?teve ns:

0.x ce :p t that whs.t the .~.TA is c30.i11G to be co rni. ng

Jt ls,

up with lo what wr: d i2cu ss ed earlier and that i.s to f;Onerate some

c ta n darcir· ~Ju'. E~'l kind o f on ''what if'', rather than havirig to g o

througn the pruceGs of doinG it through ch apt ers four throu~h nine
f i r bt arnj . th en bavi11<:S to 6 0
(mu.

eleve12.

back a11d cio it again in chapters ten

~: o W:ha-c the .1\.IA is ;;oi:ng to be saying is that a school

L uilciin 5 th<::.t is not e :n ergy cous e rving, a standard ·o uilclinG, will
u.s e so iflany .l t u'

2

per s quare foot, and what t-hey ar e say in~ is

t.r1at you oug11t to 1Je comparing on that basis rather tJian having to

design tha t standard s chool before you go on as a c omp aris on.

So

y ou don't h a ve to design the building twice, which is basically
what 90 -7~ is saying you have to do.
~ u e r tion:
Stevens:

~r e they eoin~ to come out with a table or something?
Jes, that's what I said

the details are here in 90-75

to s how you 110w to do this, out the AIA does:n' t have tnose details
o u-L ye -t.

'Chat'[) the general approach.

And I think the AIA' s in-

centive idea is also based upon that approach.

For example, you

would t ake someone who wanted to build an office building.

And

for a n ew office building, there would be a stanciard wh ich you
could apply - let's say you could compare it with a standard office
building which does11't conserve energy and ~now that it burns so

75
1lldny Btu' s per year.

Okay, we are going to design a buildine that

uses so 1nany less Btu's per year as a standard prototype so that
you know how much savings you are getting over the standard prototype and how much money you are spending toge~ those savings.

You

could then take that money an~ write it off or use it as an investment credit or something.
1

That's the thrust of the situation.

It's a very complicated thing in terms of how do you decide what

I

i
, l

the prototype standard for non-energy conservin~ buildings is and
then how do you tell how you are doing afterwards.

It would work

basically the same way for existing buildings too.

You've got the

existing building which is already there for comparison and you've
.

'

got the historical data to compare against how you are doing later
on.

so it becomes much easier.

Questio11:

Is that going to be a total energy package by AIA or

is it going to be divided into sub-categories or thermal performance
or lighting performance or whatever?
Stevens:

As far as I know, it is goine to be a total budget approach,

if you had some good reason to be inefficient on your lighting,
you could make it up on your building envelope, for example.

I

think this is a big thing we are driving at; it recognizes this.
• J

Question:

..,\nother thing about the Chapter 10 analysis, to do it

in the details that they dictate would be phenomenally expensive
unless you do an awful lot of buildings.

.j

If you were doing one

design ten times or one hundred times, you might be able to write
it off so it's not expensive to du it for a single building unless
it is a massive building.
:?tevens:

J

something else we are all familiar wi t11 is the question

of what Your actual construction costs are and what your engineering
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_1· .cob:.1bly c;vcry casr: L ; Pnl.L1·1-:ly Li"ifl'crcnt.

· .l.i L_L c.:C'..

·r don't have

i

!'m not

has taken t11·~: 1i:::ac'.e1'.'shi_u i1: ca1lin g fo-r-? very stronc energy policy.

1:et rne dwell on thBt a little bit.

~hi s is the cost of

R

g iven

It does not deal ~ith the eneriy e~ui,ment that mieht

buil1in;.
be needed.

It do0s not rl.ea1 with the cost o: t.rn~2::)ort2tion of
Tt doesn't deRl with the control of times

the peo_ple c(w1in,~ to it.

eo that you h~ve a nore efficient use.

It doesn't de81 with the

possibility o f putting the building h~lf into the ~rcund on the
north sid~ s o that you are essentiRlly eliminatinJ that as an ex-

fO[ure.

It doesn't tet into the Kind of vers atility and imagination

that an ove r~::_ll 1Jr o ~srarn rni 6 ht have.

ex c i t e d

:-1.

!

think everybody e;ot very

bout e rw r i y a ~3 a cause a 1o11 6 about the ti rn e we had great

lines at the ~as stations.

Iu t I think that as soon as the gas

cets plentiful asa in, you ge t used to the price anu you get back
to ) retty wel l ignoring

·+

l

v •

~his sheet that we have here was based

pret ty umch on e. eeries of lectures that Gary .had 2round the state

last year.

:he ~hole national point of view w~s that we tried to

I
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summarize what we felt were fallacies in the first part.

I think

the recommendations down below pretty much du1)licate what l)a\ll has
'l1}1c~y are very t;ener~l too.

sa.i.d.

I thinK. lt isn't realized the

dcGrce to which cuildinss can save em~rey.

It':~ as much as all

the shale oil and all the Alaska oil in terms of an energy potential
saving.

It was done in new buildings and in existing buildings to

relate to a realistic standard.

~t least that is the contention.

To give a few comments about the 90-75, I feel that it is a very
f

I

I

good initiative.

As Paul pointed out, we have not come anywhere

near this much detail in any of the recommendations.
excellent to have a standard.

I think it is

But I understand that it is not as

stringent as the Bureau of Standards came up with.

I think that

having something to react to rather than nothinG is a tremendous
advantaLse.
I

think the major problems that I would see in it is that it

does not give you a control of the space in relation to the funcLion
and use.

In other words, it doesn't say for a school of so many

people or for a classroom of so many people, what sort of total
energy need would be involved.

It doesn't control many of the

thin~s that have a very serious impact on energy use, such as orientation, such as shielding or reflection of heat, such as massing,
such as the various use factors that you could put on it.

In terms

of flexibility, it doesn't seem strong enough, and in some places
it may seem a little too stringent.

The problem of administration,

especially in Chapter 10, you have a very detailed engineering job

J

someone is supposed to do, but to whom are you going to present
this?

And whose judgment is going to be the one to decide it 0

To have ~his thing administered as a law would require a tremendous

7'o
arnQuffL of very well qualified personnel.

It would requir~ a

bure 8u c r 2 cy that I don't think we could define right now.

A final

po.Lnt that ·. ';:-:tlll made - it doesn't deal at all with existing buildln0u.

T~Jk i1) __; the buildi11s :::;u.ch as the one my office is in, it was

built i r, l jiJ O.
i L tc.,daJ.

~'hey had never heard of insulation as we know of

;.,uc>.; estiu.n L .:i in 90-75 that there should be a program

~i o

l thlnk that the building that Paul mentioned, the GSA

on that.

\

\

l

LulldinB, it' s very easy
in half.

in an existing buildin~ to cut the energy

l won't GO into t:ne technicalities of that, but it

doe sn't take a lot of expense.
:)o:r1e

ca_pital, and l thinlt the degree of savint; costs is really

astoundin~.
0

To get down to 20% to 30$~ requires

tevens:

I

guess that is about all I have to say on that.

I would like to add one thing.

In terms of what it looks

i iKe coulcJ. Le done, in terri1s of t;oals, the ./1. IA has fig Llred that if

·;~ of our ex isting buildincs were retrofitted with energy conserving
ieature2 each year and all new buildinGS were desi~ned to be energy
~ ff icient, we could save 4.65 billion barrels of oil within the
first five ye ar s.

ind that's a darn significant figure.

And

basically I think that the other thinci that this does, if you can
~e t the incentives created, lt would also start creating jobs in
t~ e construction industry which are sorely needed.

(2tH::~~tion:
to.::;e·ther

l::.rnit the next ste1) then to get the AIA and ASHRA:S

~

'!.'hey could make a

joint effort on t i1is thine;.

;-: tevens:

!_ 1I18inber of tne .~. IA sat on tne committee of .ASHR/U~.

en.J ed U.f1,

.1.

think, being a dissenter.

He

The AIA has lobbeyed against

t rll 2 s t 2.w d. a rd be in G ado.Pt e cl , v~· it h the Intern at ion a 1 Co rnm er c e o f

~uildinz nfficials anti also the southern Building Conference who
wer e talkin~ about adopting this, and actually just throwing this

.

•
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into their code as one of the chapters.
f e a t c d by both o f tho s c or t~ :rn l

!'age:

~~~ti on s

It was subsequently de-

•

I'd like to i11tron1we Dick sev lo1y froin the r1aine Horne builders

"-s ~3 o c L~ ti on who w o u 1 d l ii\. e to speak for i i v e minute s •

Dick sevitSny:

I appreciate the o,portunity and certainly appreciate on
,

)

,

l

behalf of the Homebuilders Association the ener~y the State Energy
Office is expending to do something about ener~y conservation.

We

in the ~'. ome .E.uilders J.. ssociation u.o i ive credit t o AE:HRA:S for doing
its hornsv:ork.

But we see ~.ome ciefini -::;e probl0ms with applying it

to the residential construc~ion industry.

~hat is simply because

that industry does not have the sophistication that the industrial
aspects have to deal with the technicalities of applyin g such a
code.

Therefore, at this time we believe that if such a code were

applied to the housing industry in the state of Maine that the
housing industry would come to a standstill.

An absolute standstill.

In regards to the code itself, we believe that the code is too
specific in nature and should provide specifications of terms as
to the performance criteria.

Specificallf BOCA is attempting to

do that in section 2102, .21 and incidentally the Home Build ers
•

J

Association in the state of ~a ine will probably ask the Governor's
office and somebody in the state legislature during the special
session to adopt the BO CA code as a statewide building performance
code.

we also wo11ld recommend to be careful to insure that the

U value for w~lls in chapter four of 90-75 would apply to the

J
J

J

buildings they are intended to.

?or instance, if you translate

ASHRAE 90-75 into code language, it unwittingly requires town houses
and town house condominiums to meet the requirements of A.l which
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<: ; : Lt::1_~ ( n ·.Y

, •

(, r") V:.tiLu Lu:;; e1::;;

,

1 l ·.

:_ .t n1 :,.

, •

a u r-3 l~ u f

J_d

,.JC:

L11 e 1 j_ JIJ l t c rl e x t e r i or wa.11

:-1 re a

•

T3.u t the ::5 c~

included with L~;::1,rden ctpartrnents and not be

l ur~_ JJ:'(i togr?t.her with 2ttache ,1 ct,~ellings.

~here is also a factor

here, e Hpcci.:::;_J ly in the stat·?. of 1.:: aine, where they- require the heat
cal c ulation:; to take into account the exposure of the basement walls
and }rnw ti1os~.; should be insulated where you have an unheated space
in the lower area.
a 1 ~; o li Ke to

r11;:;

So we ~a~e some problems with that.

We would

ke the t_seneral comment that we believe that in trying

to resolve uur enr>y~zy consurn_ptio11 problprris to the buildints aspect
is a very s:nal1 nspect for the whole energy consur'1ption picture.
In fcic t I he. ve before rne a study made by the De partrnent of Housing
and

Urb~rn Devc1 -T p :ierit and it is entitled "1'he Cost of Sprawl.

1•

/ n d in tliis cat~e they analyze t11e cost of energy consumption in
v a rious alternRtivc types of housing units.
here '' l)lanni n 0 a room,

145< of the

To quote it says

( plan:nin~ a build in~ alone) can save :nearly

L,utal ene:r'ts:Y consLuned in that building yearly,

but planning

corribi:ned with increased density in those land use policies can save
up to 40;;J of the energy used in that dwelling unit."

~; o we would

recomwend tu t:ne ?nergy Uf fice that if it really wants to save

e ner:;Y, -Li1at. i.t d.l..cects ener 0;y toward changing land use policy so
it is compatible with energy consumption standards.

Those are my

c ornrnents.

? age:

Tnan ~i.: :·.3 :!:' icK; l t(new you would mai(e that point.

Dick used

to cow e i :nto tn e i· lannins Off ice when I was there, and say "Gee if
v-1 e

c ..:, u l c: on 1 y have srn a :1 1 er rn in i rn um 1 o t sizes or something , we could

8av c energy.''

Is there anybody else who would like to have the

microphone to say something~
Shel tcr rns ·t i tute:

How about you fellows from the

/.·,..r1y- comments you would like to present?

Why
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(J

011'

t you tell a little bit 8.bout what you are doing?

It's an

interesting experiment you are doing down there at the Shelter
Institute.
r

so if you don't have anything specific on the stan~

dards, you could maybe tell us what you are doing.
Hennin:

About a year ago, it occurred to us that a lot could be

r

done to build houses better, more cheaply.
called Shelter lnsti tute.

so we started a school

In tr1at school, we analyze different

house functions anu. try to figure out what they are supposed to do.
And then we try to come up with solutions to do those things better.
And that included a· general heat transfer theory, and so on so that
our students could come up with an ori 5 inal house that met with
their site and their needs specifically.

We thought that things

like the minimum property standards tended to encourage row houses.
Last year 2900 homes were built in Maine and 2400 were built under
the minimum yrope~ty standards, which ended up being 2400 24' x 40'
ranches.

we found that the same amount of money invested in a

house desi~ned even by our students who have only spent 60 hours
studying house design, house engineerinB, could lead to twice as
much space for the same cost.

And they consumed half ~s much

energy.
As far as the .ASHRIE standard, I had assumed that we were goin~
to go through each section one by one and discuss each one.

And

that was more or less what our approach had been.

I think gener-

ally the stanaard lacks the beauty of integrity.

rt doesn't - it

takes pot shots at the different aspects of enerey losses and comes
up with very specific and detailed solutions in limited areas

covering existing inefficient house systems without seeing the
total energy picture.

It's nice to require that you have insulation

or a certain? value around a pipe, but that's the approach of
l. ( , o ; ~ j_ n ~; ::: t

i ,.

L1!

r•r ·

c1u : i, re~ : c n t

ld. enl.

c: n er zy ha-rd ware and rn a k in 0 i t l o o k b e t t er

I.JO;:;i ti_on

to t o.k c.

1_~/ e could develo p that.

·:/e have very
'( e

:r•ticr1use

fev<J row house Pubd.i visions.

:/ e 2re juat on the verge

n~,ve very littl,-:. industrial buildinc~·

1

of 1.ievel01:.i..nt;, iart::e numbers of houaes c:nd lar 10 e nunbers of Wc3 re-Yl0US8f3 .
T

Tf we

to ck t}13t stand-bacK arproach rather than f'.S~-:~::\~ ,

t.c1l11k vie -.'v·ou.lll ci.o r:1ucn better.

I think th2t is ::-i bout as far as

I ~uuld like to ~u ri ght now.

:·:o u.1 '1 JO,.l give us a descriptlon of thls l10use0

_i t

so

i•I hy is

11uc11

tie

tter than the 2400 homes bu.il t under the minimum

1

W-3

Le:

Lo i.J1lnk- in tcr:ns of any s11ecific r:ouse.

Each

eniineerin:_; de rivun. from that physics.

~ ue s tion:

Eennin:
1 ue s tion:

;·:1urn

Tut you build a house, correct
;,10 ,

\ve teach people how to build them.

~n d they are supposed to be better than what the mini-

}TO pe rt}

J!ennin:

0

r:: tan d.-3.rds cal 1 for 0

:'.iG1, t now there are A.bout 30 houses in :V'.aine that have

becu bu.i.L t u·!.rough thj_s Jrocess.

They are all sli 0 htly different,

21 thou,:;h they are all recognizable as corning from t.he same source.

tu.2-1.c;:i lly they ten d to have a great deal of insulation, more than
in a }?armers Home house.
w .i t:Ci 6" studs.

p_ll of the walls, for instance,

are built

~hey are all oriented toward whatever climatic

o3

conditions the site has to offer.

We feel that these houses are

gettine as much as 50~ of their heat from the sun~

That's due to

such things as designing theangle of the roof so that all summer
loni no sun hits the floor and all winter lone, the entire floor
surface is heated.

students are taught to figure out exactly how

much heat is stored by the mass of the house.
they wanted to, ciesi t n

2.

And they could if

house that had enough mass to store over

an o hour sunny period for a period of two to three days.

It

turns out that financially that particular thing doesn't pay off.
Eut at least they are able to make a decision as to where to invest
their money.

1,~any of them are using wood heat in conjunction with

total house design.

For instance, in the typical Farmers Home

house, there is a central heating system which is forcing hot air
or hot water heat and heating parts of the house that don't want
it.

Because the house isn't designed for that air to circulate

without undue force.

We are teaching tne designing of houses that

circulate heat by convection.

No power is used at all to get heat

from one part of the house to another.

When Cen~ral Maine Power

designs an electric heating system, they put their baseboard heating
unit unaer all the windows because they feel that a person sitting
near a window feels c6ldness.
'

You can actually use the loss through

J

that window to induce the convection current through your house to
draw heat from another part of the house to that part.

so the

students are basically designing so that the air circulates by
itself.

I

J

They are also doing a careful analysis rf needs of different

house sites.

Generally in Maine we build on full foundations or

occasionally a slab, which costs as much as ten times more than
other systems that work as well or better such as rubble trench,

J

~ ilin ~ s, bnllast and so on.

And they a~e \n s ul8tert bct~rr.

l

i..l t on 1Ji 1.in::~s ha~:; C11 of insul :.1 ti0n and haE~ n.:n :)l value of

l1 ,

1J : ·< ·

1111

; C!

!. ' : ;

u~1.1

; .- ),

;: 1;, whereas

:1

house bull.t on 1·ro:3t Wf:ill wl. th no .i n-

sulatio11 u.nuer it has an B. value of 10.

'!1here l~3 a :1 i ::: co11ception

tlrnt sornethint; built on a full foundation is wanner.

In fact it

can lose twice as much heat as other types of house foundation.
(~ue stio11:

Eennin:

Cost wise, how does it compare to a house built by

: .: ome

students do hire carpenters to he 1~) the1n.

_p retty rnud1 c-1n owner built home.
and

uu

Others arr-;

But those who hlre car11enters

very little of the work themselves except the desi~n (which

,:111 the students do), have costs of .; 1 0 a square .foot incluci.in (;

services like well, septic system, driveway, as oprosed to I.
t1.linK it in ,( 50 for an Prnl-iA home.

And they Tre bulldin [; ho uses

that use~ half as much heat - half as much enersY•
Question:

~o you have any figures on heating costs per year on

any of these houses·~
I live in such a house, which has 1723 square feet
a nJ it uses 4 cords of wood a year.
cov 0rin~.

If

j

That's without 3ny window

put in shades, over in the southern exposed windows,

U H~ ore ti c ci l l y it sh o u l d drop the con s um :r;., t ion to 2 ;

.d. t -ceat deal,

i-i en 11in:

J e si;n of the house .

cords r ,e -r year •

a tremendous amount, can be saved in the
I think that's where you can realize your

createst savings in terms of building as well as heat consumption.
r~u estion:

What sort of heating system do you have in that house

ii you .i 01:' t i:i.ave wood?
1•

E c n:n in :
.1.rinc::;:

1

?arced warm air<)

:.;: l e ctr i c .
~he main system is the wood stoves, Jotuls, ABhleys, and
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you back up electrically.
.
..w,ennin:

That's the choice.

\:Ie don't advocate that.

'•,de just show

how the cost of the difference in the initial outlay compares with
r

I

the lonz.:; term costs.

And also we look at what is likely to happen

with the resource market.
Hennin:

People who bought a ranc~ 20 years aGo are now maybe 50

ye::_irs old, maybe 60 and approaching retirement.

/\nd when they

bougl1t that house, they felt they would be able t© heat it because
they were pay~Lni; l 'J ~ a Gal lo:n.
tnat house i.s obs::;;lete.

_/\.nd now,

\tvi

thin the i.r li f etirne,

And at t11e point in their lives when they

are least able to increase their salary, they are stuck with increased costs.

Our students are looking at that.

They are looking

to see if when they are 60 tr1ey will be able to make it in that
house.

tnd they h ap pen to be choosin~ wood.

danGerous choice tu sorrie extent.

It'~

r1

T

think i~ is~

nice short-term choice.

Eut unless we Jevelop in :Jaine a wood resource policy, then the
cost of wood is going to be prohibitive.

? eople are actually

willin~ to go through the inconvenience of wood stoves.

And I hate

to disagree with I<r. Eill, but there is a tremendous difference
between a box wooci stove and more efficient stoves.

You can use

nine cords with t~e olu box wood stove and only three cords of wood

with one of the more efficient stoves.
that.

Feople are willing to do

It's part of our old sentimental journey.

People are willinG

to cut the wood and partake of that experience.
Question:
Henni11:

~here do you locate the wood stove 0
That has to be very carefully put in to produce the con-

vection currents in the house.

J

.I

An ideal anc.i ove~simplified solution

is to have a shed sba~ea house with a southern tall wall of glass

anJ ·L~e northern and eastern and western walls with very little
u r nu ~las[-; 2,nrl the stove would be on the b8.ck wall.
t1"ii:::

l1aytln1e in a. very shor t period of tirne, the tc:n1Jerature rises

tr·s, r•, endous 1y w .i th that so L=i.r wal 1.
::.i sj_nc; u_~) the front of the buildine.

circulation.

.so you ~et a. convection current

You get a co 1_rntercloc"k::wise

~old air fa lls to ~he back and is drawn to the front.

':· 11e11 ~::i.t rdc;}1t you c:;et tlie op_posite.
w i. nu.m-v w;:_l 1 and

011

;\Jow durin~

if:i

C;ool er air falls down the

c.iisplaced oy warmer air risints from a heat sour ce

L~ne r1orth wa,11 and the shed roof.

Your bi~t:::e~::t heat loss is

The cold air is fallin~ down by the windows and is

at the window .

bein~ repl aced by the heat from the ~tove or baseboard.

~ave you ever actually checked those curreTits when the

1~uestion:

sun is sr1in.ini')

'.:!:he sun doesn't heat the window.

_A nd!~ believe

the window if~ coinf_; to be cold and there is ;J ;Oinc; to °8e a convection

of cold air

r~ 11 in 0

o:ff the window.

·. rhen the sm1 strikes the sur-

f~ ce of the roo~ either the wall or the floor, it heRts that surface
8nd

there you will ~et some convection.

~ut I believe you will find,

and maybe you have tried it, but I don't see how thn.t window i.s
goint: to have
B e :n n in :

2

'.fh at v.r O

convective with an uprising curTt~nt.

are heatin g is the spa c e by the wi 11 do w •

Comment:

·~11'-1t ' s ri[;ht.

You ·are not heating the window.

The wj_ndow

is cold.

The heating is either goinG to go to a glassed wall or

a cold wall and there is a waterfall of cold air o~f that wall.
}'-Tow

I ask you - have you tried - have you 2.ctually seen these con-

v r: C'. t.i on c1i.rren ts risini qff that window0

y c, u.

t~ h

}j e c~use I

,1 on' t think

o u 1 ri st an ct u ·0 there and give us !: a 1 s e in f o rrn::, ti on •

little bit disturbed when you say some of these ttjn~s.
wh~t you are trying to do.

I am a

I appreciate

But I also wonder if you have the

o7
psy~ology that is going to train the nunbers of people who corne
to live in a house of this nature~

lot of people are ~cce~tin~ thiP.

The public today - you say a
They are comin6 to you because

they are intereste1 in this specific type of house, okay 0

rut I

ju~3t v; o nder from t he ::~t c: nd_point of promotin 0 your ldects ;:rnci your
h o us E: s

whe the r

o-~·

! 1 c,

t it l s f e ~ r-d t: 1 e 0

J irnt of All we J on't )romote.

~J. ennin:
,. ~ ues~ion:

Let'

E3

2 :-::' t<:

the question aG8in.

Have you actually ex-

perienc8d or don0 Pny te s ting to see that you are getting this convective current that you are thinkinJ about off the window, or
rising convective current at the window 0

I don't believe it is

30.

Rennin:

~ith sophioticated equipment - no.

0 uestion:

With any testing e~uipment - a cigarette will do it.

At the window I can almost guarantee that you are going to have a
waterfall of cold ~ir off that window.

And if you are sitting

there, you are gcin~ to have cold ankles unless you wear wool socks.
Hennin:

The walls usually have vented systems alon8 the wall and

if, for instance, your house feels cold, you open those vents on
the top wall and on the back wall and the vents o~ the floor in the
north W811, and there are vents on the south wall at the top.

In

a matter of minutes, the entire air mass goes out through the vents.
Comment:

You are still not answering the question I asked you.

tnd that is, that with these broad expanses of Glass on the south
side of the wall, that you are going to get a comfortable condition
near that window because you've got glass and convective currents
which will tend to Give you a good circulation of air through the
house.

J

And I am saying that I don't believe it happens.
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I can give you some illustrations of what I've seen in show-

·-.

,,'~ 1rn •
- ...

~

· ·:.' e'vc done

rc.(')r::s.

:--· ro blcrris.

2.

couple of them.

One of them hac1 very serious

'}here was a trernendou3 draft seepinJ

:1.

round coming

across the floor of the automobile showroorn rrn(t tJ1r-:n there were
four steps down to another area.

And i.t was almost like a fan

i)lo·v,,i.11~; th.:;t C ;J.ld air down the steps into the office 2.rea.

rrhat

hir was cominG down off the windows.
C orm:; en t:

You o iJt:sht not to present to this group at least ideas

that I f0el, and this particular one, that are not so~ething that
you have verified.
:Lt lr. thn ·, 10uses that are built.

\t~'ve v ,2.cif.ie (l

i.1:G:

It is ,3

foct that there is no problem with heating in the winter.
ho u::.~es are j_uirncd.iate1y warmed by the sun.
,1 1··,.-, t) l C ::J

W:i t}t

,_. . . l

Co r:ment:

r:; }w

If anythinG there is a

CO :J 1 int".
~~

s1m rrny warm

f;-11.1.ing down off the cf

~he

you, but it isn't a question of current~3

the sun will warm you.

~Chere is no q_uestion

that.

'·.1c 11, we do u:-:e the convection that is o bvi_ously produced

hennin:

t o c i r cul;:; t e th '.~

:?.. .i:r

in the house •

I think ~he fr1portant thine here is that here in >12.ine we
~1ave a ,:;roup of young people who are j_nterested in ex:i)erimenti:r.g
and they may need technical advice frorn those of you in tbe .r.::rofession.
I

J 011 1

~hey would love to have you come and visit their Institute.

t 1.v .~1n L you to tl1in ',,~ they are :promo tin~ wri en I am t .:·: c1 one who

.is ~' cs _p onsi -0 10 for havin 6 them here today.

~7 0 it' s

~omment:

I just think that what-

I don't want them to mislead us.

J'YlV
J

fault if

ever is said before the audience should be something thRt hae been

u9

.1

L uut

i_, c·,

tJ'°.::

:u 1rJ
:.1.

l,a:-:. tr ·i cu it ou

L in the lab or f_;orncth i 11 ,_: and fo~rn cl .it

~·: ..:.ct.

Ph il ~arris:

What!s more im~art ant her8, aside from th is ~11estion,

is t~at !'ve per2onally been in a num ber of those homes and they
a:~e ·..rery comf ortc_"h,lo on ccl d chys.
r

I haven't :hee.rd of 2.ny orn?

I

\

L. av in :.; that kin (1 o f

~

T' rob l P, m.

_r·.~

o wh ,~ the r or n n t i. t h A. 8 or has

not been scientifically ~sted, the fact is that these houses are
very warm and very comfort8hle.

You don't welk around ~ith cold

feet.
~~ut c;etting oack to the lJOint of the A.::HE/d·~, what is very i I'l p ortant here is that they are able to do thi s in spite of standards
or codes or because there is

2

lack of s~ecific restricted k inds

of standards or codes or because there is a lack of s~ecific restricted kinds of s tandards and codes in the state of Va ine.

r. e o ple ha ve to t.;et their

0 1.\1

These

n financin~ or the y finance out of their

own pockets and they have hnd a tremendously difficult time in
gettin~ approvgl for federal financinG through agencies And so
forth.

s o what Hennin is ~ettinJ at as appliesto the A~H~P? thing

is to rnake ~3ure that we don't come up with a set of very prescri p•

I

tive standards that totally prevent this kind of nrproa ch to home
buildinb or builclin~ anything.

And I thin k.: that is one thin g that

we h a ve to be very leery of - that the state doesn't ge t into the
kind of situation where we totally negate this kind of experimentation in housing that may or may not be more enercy efficient than
a standard built h ouse.

It is definitely low cost.

Eut I think

we have to make sure that we are pe rforr~an ce oriented in anything

J

we do and really make absolutely sure that we don't close the doors
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on this hlnd of activity by Jevelopin~ standards and codes and so
forth that jus · c prohibit this kind of activity at all.

states have done this.

And other

Other stqtes have adopt e rt codeP which just

· totrilly 1)revent you frorn doing abcolutely c:1.nyt}1:~nG alon:, the lines
that tbey ~re d oing tod~y .

.:·. bbie

·f)~-'<-[J ) :

Lh1 1y,

rnd

you have to w&tch out for that.

~<uil !·1 arris is frorrj the r::tate ·r_11annin~ rrfice,

inciden-

wo r k i. f1 ~~ on huusine,.

performance standard - whatever code i3 adopted should be performance
oriented.
:?ake:

All yot.;.' ve t:ot to say is ''Loo~, this is what we rneasurt;d or

calculated.
1);;:ire

this

v:i

1~cre is a sifi1ilar house."

tn :~ ection 10 and show them 1w-r1at you' vc done.

Guild a second house and you're in!
t y}lC of iww::; e, theL you'
~:ection 10 r c<fkires.
jjennin:
iak:e:
Hennin:

·:-.iook at ~ection 10 and co::-"J-

lJo

vs

Then

If you've alr ea dy ~uilt this

already cone throur;b everythint; that

you understanu t~nat':'

'{es I do.
You're ahead of the game!
What I'm worried about here is that the same thing will

happen that happeneu with the minimum property stanJards.
the same thint;.

:,:ors than one design is allowed, but what is happer:i-

ing is tnat only 40' x 24' houses are being built.
the intent of

.L .,

1.,!18

BUD has

And it was not

minimum property standards to do that.

. . ..,

.L

DUG

when

you h2ve a code: that specifies like this one does throur:;h Sections 1
through 9, th2.t the buildinc industry will adhere strictly to the
f.cctions in the first part, it will tend to preclude those thint;s

1
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which vJ c feel arf~ essential to the design of bnild.i n8S.

Right now

a ~ri n~ this perioJ of en e r ~y shortage i s when the s t~ndards shoul d
·0 c dc,;- e lo1)ed for t h e l;uil(}ina trade arn..i 1

meets that kind of standard.
?ake:

l

l

ju ::; t

Jon' t feel that thi s

I was v e ry di s ap p ointed.

In other words yo11 are saying they should have been nore

restrictive.
Hennin:

S:.1hey s1:iould

11ave . oeen more restrictive to some extent, but

considerably 106re comprehensive if t h e pur po s e was to save energy.
It should have been asked, " I~ ow what can we d o to save ener 5 y ";"'
Insteatl it see1ns to look at the types of buildings presently erected,
industrial and so on.
Comment:
sive.

This is the only coJe that I know of that is this exten-

A lot of money and t:,.i. n1e har:3 been spent in developing this.

Now what you are d oing this afternoon is tearing it apart and saying what it doesn't have.

~hat I sugg est to you, if you have a

lot of ideas that should be incorporated in ·to th a t code, you should
put t.he rn down on paper anci send them to the A.: mv.E organization
because this code i::_; not and was never in tended to be an answer
for all t11e problems.

1-~ ow you can sit here and c r itici ze what it

h as left out, but I t~ink we ought to look at what has been put in.
S::-hen d ecide what we want to use of it.
Benni n :

A last thing that I think is very important.

I think that

wha"t we 8.re lookins at is whether in l laine we w2~n-t to adopt this.
1

:i) ace:

\v ell, not BIJecifica11:y.

h ave to rn ake this cle 2. r.

:,~ot at t h i s poi n t

we ,ir e:n't.

'.,:' e

I thin k we need a J. ot rri o:re di a logue and

a l o t more input before ~do :pting a co de s uch as ·Lh is at this point.
Are there any more 1_uestions fro m the a uuience fo l:' panel members'"'
t

.J

Are there any other points you would li~e to rai se about the ASHRA£

l,;Oilil 'lCrl t :

r~ 1·. () l J p· (-: cl

\\i 1.

•· !·1

,·, r' J. .:'°,1" .,.L, i··. ,·=r·l. .] .

IJ J

·--

•

t··-..·1 ·.1

~.

1
, ·1

, °.n 1~i .1·_ X

".·1

7

~. ,

J·. +·l .

l. •~-

tht: r€ thu 1·1ethod of Lovr t.o revici::.~ t;he r-:;tandani.
clear th at tLl.s is only .. : bec: i rrn in ;; cu id e

in 6 eneral, for the who1 e country .

1

'·'J'
.1·.
.,..

i·., ·t·• , en• rl·.,·_·r_. }~ t
c

l

1· )...,1
j

1 t ib 1nade very

ro :r :: cn t:; ine er s on d P si c~n

'Ti1is is not in. rela.tion to

1: aine, or Texas, or t las ~~ , hut it is a be~innln~.

I would like to r1ave Dick r;ill tell u2 a little bit about electric
h ea t

.

t ]- jj_ n G

rr .hi S

who had bou 0 h t

ha S

CO Hl i:,

Up

in a

9 0 l i ti Ca 1

t U8 ti O 11 •

~ Orn t~ b O d J

ar~ :?~'LilA b ou :·;p ·,vt~s corn1JJ..ai11in 6 very bi ttPrly to '"~cnatur

i-~uski0 that thi s ·.,.;r:·r~

11o t

i11

U1e con.surni::. r' s bes t int cr02 t tn r e1H·cse nt

e 1 e c tr i c he :J.t a s a 1 o w - c o s t a .L t e 1.' n 8. t j_ v e •
consumer.

Si

I t i s v e r y hard :f o .r tr ie

}'-.'ray be Di ck ~Hl1 ;i nd. :Dlc1':: ~evieny woulrl discuss th a t

for

us.
I v1ou.1.(1 ·o e t{iacl t ·.) discuss that.

Dick Sevigny:

occurred and wh~t is occurrin ~

011t

:": think th;:,t wh a t

there is that all of the builde rs

that are buildini si~cle f~mily dwe llinGs and installin g electrir

heat are t;-isin~~ that on calculations made by Central ·,·1Iaine -Power

Company puts cmt.
8

re base cl on

1

If I'm ('Orrect, I b e lieve that tt 0 calculc=itions

b8 se rat e ann_ do ~ot take into Recount th e ge nercil

usage of electricity.

~hey only take into account the heat costs.

So when the consumer Gets his hill, he gets a hill that incltides

all electric~l u s~i e • . Put he also sets a bill that al 2 0 entails
that factor n f in ere.gs ed costs cd oi 1 which is r:ot tR ken in to account

in the basic calcul2tione of cort bas8d on an annual basis.

And
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so there are two factors that

eo

into makine

12p

th8t consumerf hill,

that have not been taken into account when they eive the initi~1
estim8te of the actual cost of he8tinc; that unit.
Page:
\
r

l

r

In other words, the fuel artjustment cost is not figured

into that initial ~ost?
Sevicny:

That's right.

Exactly.

Page:

Dick Hill, has that been your experience 0

Hill:

~ithin twe~ty-five years ~o. 2 fuel oil will be priced out

of the space heatins market.

By that time all continental lT.S.

sources of both natural gas and oil will be depleted and the remaining sources will come from Alaska, oil shale, th0 continental shelf,
etc.

The transportation industry will bid so hi~hly for this energy

that the home owner will be forced to look elsewhere.
Blectric heat is the immediate and ob~ious alternative.

The

public utility has accessable a wide range of fuels - No. 6 oil,
soft coal, uranium, falling water, etc. - but the wholesale shifting
of space heating requirements to electricity will be a social and
economic disaster.

We will not be able to build power plants fast

enoueh to meet this growing need.

Fifty ~iscasset type generating

stations would be required to convert a substantial portion of
Naine homes to electric heat.

This is a committment of resources

and land we would refuse to make.
The only choices we have are these:

1. To build all new homes to very high thermal standards.
2. To reconstruct or abandon existing structures.

3. Develop space heating systems that rely on neither
electricity nor fuel oil.

4. Make much better use of electricity as through heat pumps.

J
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·you Left rne witb U1c impression that maybe I ought to have

J;D.ge:
8

W () 0

d

:-:; t

O V (~ •

l!.i]l:
insul.:-itin ·~ :::i:d ~:i:::=d: a rn11r.h bi.ic:_;er payoff th~·.,n d.oint; i t ~rny oth er

way.

You ran triple gleze th os~ windows, rut in those 2 x

g o o :n

2,. :n ct

on •

.~n d you lo ok

8

t the econ o rn .i c ;-3 o f it .

G's, ~nd

?u t he 3 t

on the exhaust ::~i r to ,_.;ive the Pnergy back again and 20 on.

no
8.

YJ

~J urr, l) s

· nct

ew en er g:y son rec i;:; ~oin 6 to be ::mywh<-? re n ec1r ,:ls valuable as

r.i::;n.l har(1-no ~:; cd a ppro :1.c h to conservation.

Page:

I listened to the architect s2yin~ earlier that we couJrl

savr.: 4 bil l_i,)n

r.'..TTPL:

oi1 in f.i..ve ye2rs.

c;f

figure for retrofittine 0nd new buildings.

Commcn t:

I thi-r:k that wr1s the

What about just new

Very rninir:1~ 1.

Comment:
what Dick mentioned concen1ing estim3tes - it was formerly our policy

to g ive estimates whic~ disrecarded the fuel c1djustr:1ent because it

has only been a year to a year and a half that this has been a significant item.

~s a mnt ter of fact, if you go back three or four

y carc , you won't even find that listed on the bill.

we did not include it be c2use it

WAS

Consequently

not very important.

do include it as much es we know about it.

Now we

We take say, a 6 mil

fuel charge 8nd add it to the rates that are applicRhle Rnd that's

a renlistic estimate.

Sut the only difference between us nnd the

fuel business is they never made that estimate in the first place.

tnd no body neking an es ti ' 2. te for o i 1 heP.tine in 197 3 \·lOuld have
1

predicted on 5¢ o.i 1.

T) u. t we lw.ve :no intentions of decc i ving anyone.

l
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j\::

L'r:~r c:u;

what JJick has tq say about the Gener:-~tion ano

forth,

f.;O

we do not compr1.re 11 cw costs with \v·yman Jam ; we compare trwm with
our overall mix.

~nd it is true that new incremental costs are

higher than our old ones.
n ill:

Your aver8.ce costs eug 5 est to peo :'.)le tlwt they coulc.. a fford.

electric heat.

And this forces you into new Gereration.

This is

what forces you to build expensiv e gene~ation which is goi n g to
r \

make the old assum~tion ....•
Dy er:

The whole thin g depends on the mix of Ge~er0tio n of~ p~r-

ticulRr utility.

~ow if

W8

were 100~ or ~nyt~inc like 100~ oil,

there would be no question of the wastefulnes s of our scarce, natural
resources.

However, in the long run with a pioper mix of nuclear

and hydro and so on, we can be less than wasteful and it can be a
very appropriate w2y of handlinc our natural resources.

Actually

as we get oil down to a lower percentase, it can actually save our
critical natural resources.
F ak0:

I'd like to give you an illustration of s or.1 e peoI1le who made

a very serious mistake.
::: chenect2dy.

I used to work for Ge neral Electric in

P.nd they had four huc: e boilers, with :four turbine-

generators for a tremendous amount of power for this coal fired
plant.

t nd about three or four years ago when th e cleRn air people

decided t11at sulfur dioxide is a s erious poll1Jtant they decided
they were going to do somethin g about it.

so they s witched over

to oil just about when the Arabs pulled t h eir 25 dRy stunt.

So

there was the General Electric co~pany which hAd so~e of the foremos t people in as far as predicting what thincs 8re coing to be
like.

One of those people was John Firher who wrcte a bo ok on the

Ener~y Crisis and its effect.

J

the wrong time.

fnd yet they did this thing just at

And boy were th ey sorry.

} 1

ac;c:

J3y the same tc,1,:-c, n, :_'·1a. ine Yankee WAS bui 1 t

;.i nnt in timP t.o

be on the line before oil prices went up.
:?a1:(e:
0

The price of fueJ j_s v8ry .i mportant in naine.

evigny:

I've got be~are Me her2 a copy of a BOCf Energy Con-

r~ ervation 1~; o nH!Li ttee 2:-epo:.~·t on

j_)t:rforrn3nc~ r-:tandarr~ s 2nd they have

1)ut toc;ether ~)e:rforr1?nc0 standar,ls th e1 t are all-i:-:iclusive 2nd match

\S:~:-~.\·:~' s ·book in just f ou1.' ;·,n.ge::..· .

Ju.st based on volur.1e a1one, it

.'-.lrJHja rt, to mt! th;yt th is wo id d b(: :) 1 o L simpler.

I'uy be the :;~nergy

Of fice would lik e to take ~ look nt this.
JJ rJ. g e :

We ' 11 t ;::-1 k r;

2

l o o 1: o. t i t .

I think Lhat what I arn bet; i 11 n in g

to hear :Lr::., that for '.;a in e W8 OUL:ht to- :nave another cor:irnittee.

T

hate to say this, but you ought to realize that our staff is very
small and our time i~ really tight and we have a very lean budset.
And we couldn't possibly undertake to do a good critical evaluation
of this whole issue without a lot of input.

However we would be

happy to call meetincs of any eroup of people that were interested

in this n.nd vro vide some in£'ormr=ttion.

So if you are thinkin8 along

those lines 3nd wRnt us to do soMethi.nG like that, let us hear about
it.

How ab(nlt other questions for the panel'?

Phil Harris:

There have been comments by three groups, the 2helter

Insti~ute people, the AIA, anJ ~ick (Sevigny) as to the prescriptive

nature of the J'"':~!-IR.:'\'?i st2.ndard.

I'm personally no expert on the str=rn-

d ards, but, they look sort of general to me.

-S-veryone keeps sayin~

that they are rather prescriptive and they are cra~pin g people's

style and so forth.

~oes AI~ or someone have so~ethinJ

it isn't

quite clear to .me as to what they could come up '.d .th tl1at would be
more of a performance oriented and less prescriptive than what
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I t~ink that's a cood point ~hil .

I always thought that

prescTiptive standards specified a certain ty~e of insulation •.••
1-:- ct 1T i. s

: 'J-1 t

:

Pr i

:-=i

l_ :- ~ ~n1 d

the who 1 e bit . . . .

t.nd the t~r1H2 of R value or whatever you are talking about.
00uld ~ny one of you answer that issu0°

·. ·: i ·n(;:

·v'hen you come to the re81 world, it becomes prescriptive

1

1rnlJ~ss you are an engi:ieer.

Ar~d yon can desi<;n yo ur house as they

suJ~8st here, and if you thoroughly underst2nd this thinG, it won't
crarnp you.r style at all.

But if you are just a plain housebuilder

or an ordinary citizen, it is prescriptive beca11se you are forced
to follow the very simplist of engineering.
Is it justifiable to just make this work for engineers?
I Know that's not ·che motive, but could it be s~1id that it wi 11

ma~ e more work for enGineers?

If you looked at the st2te plumbing code, I would say

that is
·:.'1nc; :
1
..:.·

ake :

-.,' in g :

8

magnitude more prescriptive than this.

J.; ut there aren't so many variations in plu1nbing •

'11 here 2re far more variations in pl urnbinG.

~th ere is onlJ so r:mch creativity go ins into plumbing as

corn 1)ared to that c;c ine into housin~.
1

nuestion:

The plumbing code, is it not the pluffib ine code for the

health and safety in General and not restrict ed to planning 0
~';:-:,ke:

Tha-~' s true, but at the sar1e time it is 2r-oi trary.

You say _

you cm:' t live with this (ASHRIF,) and yet we live with the plurnbine
code every day.
~his is a Good guideline.

J

J2ke :

I wouldn't want to see this as a part of a building code.

It isn't in the right form for peorle to follow.

of

i'.; orrii::-)

r.-:nt't.

r

r1r~r': , 11sr·

tri i.nk Px .r inrir-nce L::')s shnwn th; 1t

thP indu r~try

llaJ not, .i n .J':-H' t, dc relo_p e d a nj. ~~'~ <.~nP.r,c:;y conscrvot.i011 cyrtern on
1

its own.

11.r.: '"~ ~:: r

cn r:. r:: ::: of v:ha t wr~ ~-J i inL, in ev i ta bly r;or.ie form of

regulation \•d 11 have to co1:1 e in the area of energy conservation.

The key is to m~ke sure th~t it is, in fact, on some kind of performance ba~-:;h~ an d the.t there is room for flexi bili t:r and chant:;e and
this kind of thin[; .

But I still don't quite understand, for example,

the AIA if they w~nted to sit down and design

2

buildinB, how this

would prevert them from havinc flexibility to do different things.
th e

8 tevuns:

·cwo quer-; t.inn~-:: you -~)Ose.

_r._

feeL:; the w.'.lJ l

I:\ s r:i e ,~ i f i c 8.11 y

be op :r o s e d t 0 this type o f co cl e?

Why wo u 1 d

?.irst of all, ! thi11k -tLe .r~If1

f 0 e 1 as a n archi.tcct that I would r:rnch raUJe·~· be

t hinKin z; ab Gut, arnl this L ~ one n .f the

r.10

int s that wo.s brou::..:;n t

U}J

today, t h e very specifics of the project and who is gain~ t o use
the structure and huw each part 8f that structure is GD1nc to be
used in term ~~ of the total o V8ral l e::1e::-,;y budget for the s tr .1c tur.e.
1

F or instance, you desi cn differently fnr a little old lady in a

S ection

ci hous.i.n~

:f)rograrn than you dP,sign for the active 6 year

Old kid in a nursery school situation.

And this doesn't allow you

to apply creative solutions to how these buildings 2re goine to ~e
used in terms of ener;;y budGet.

It says the wn 11 is so ini; to be

this and the roof is goinc to be that.
one.

I think that i s number

IJ u;nber two, you rc·1 i se the question about s et tint; so me :-ai.n .irnurn

standards.

I tend to agree with you to a cert ~in ext ent, but I

think the AIA is on the right track when it s2ys you can't just go
to somebody and say do that or you 80 to jail.

You've GOt to say

'''v'iell, if you do that, you are going to have. some real l)Ositive
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beneflts from this.

Because you arc Joing to be able to write this

off on your taxes over the next five years.''

I think that's the

kind of decision that government ought to be ~aking in writinG
incentives like that into leGislation rather than saying you make
that wall a certain way or you cqn't do such and such.
Harris:

I agree with tbe inc en ti ves but I think

v-:e

have to recoeni ze

that most new buil~in~s, psrticularly residential, they aren't
really designed in the sense of sc~ebody sittinJ down and saying
"Let's sit here aj1d figure out all the enercy requirer:1e:nts and all
these various components, '1 of each ho1rne thc1t
I

1

anu he puts up in a 100 unit subdivision.

2

developer goes in

The .qr1ount of design

that ~oe~ into those buildings is evidenced by some of t~e types
of housing that are being built and financed today.

They are all

ex8ctly alike - all oriented without reeard to orientation ann the
materials in there are very sta:nn8rd and so forth.
:nan:ner, shape, or form, we'd better ;et into sof1r

So in some
form of reeulatory

as1)ect because most of these thin ::;s don't Get into that nice desi 0 :n
phase .

1\nd secondly, the standards it would s~-;em, that for

8.

largP

scale use in ~\~aine you don't re2.lly have the large scale kind of
developer, particul~rly in the residential Area.

T

think that is

co~inci and we are getting perhaps some out of state influence comin s
in and we will be 3etting into this area.
about

.q

?ut you are talkin~

SllY who rmts up five or tPn l10uses 8 yec=ir and you hand hirr.

this thin; and say "You've got to conforrri to this.''
bein6 very difficult.

So just as

R

I see that as

piece of advice, I woulrt hope

that anythin~ that the state comes out with is somethlne that is
very si~ple , easy to follow, or it is done in such a way that we
r

J

have~ nice education prograM before any kind of standard is

100
instituted.

~his iuy living in one of these s rn 811 towns, I just

can't see him hacking this.

~hether it is easy or not, you throw

that book in front of him and you may have a problem.
Sevi gny:

You rnake a compArison of the plumbin e co d e. · Presently

we have

;3

mechanism to ad11'Jinister the }'.)lurnbin g code.

th e s t ;-1t,r:: o f n 2i..n<) thcrf)

j

Presently in

s no uniform mechan:tsm to arlminister

l111i.ld.in 1~ code nr rrn ene n ;y e:onservotion code.

P

T don't seP hm~i' we

Are ever ~oing to g et to that stage until we get that mechanism
worked out.

Harris:

~his is what bothers me about retrofit, from the AIA,

beca u se :ranted that is the place where you Are going to save Rll

sorts of money but I can just see the legislature trying to pass
a bill s2yin z~ that all existing homes 2:nd buildin Gs have to be
retrofitted to rne r:: t all these kinds of criteria.

1

'.fl-1e.rA

are the

people .~: oing to (~; et the money to do that?
:::' t c vcns:

I :lor:'t think you do that.

vrhat yov do 5.s you

S8Y

it

is g oing to cost you ~500 to rPtrofit your buildin J , a nd then you

c 0n write thAt off on your taxes over the next year, two years, or
whatever so lt becomes a positive incentive.

~umber one is the

po s i ti ·re inv;;nti ve of fuel s2vinis that the hor:rnowner g ets coupled
with the sRvings in money he Jets on taxes makes it a prnctical
thing for him to do.

I agree with you that you just can't say to

somebody that they have to put storm windows on.
Ho 1 t:

It just won't work.

I'd like to refer to one of Phil's questions.

I think that

in terms of hein g on the performance side rather than restrictive,
thi c AS1IRAE t=: tandard is 2J.:ready very well thou 6 ht out.

It not

only gives you an average per wall where you can have qny window
y ou please combined with any wall you please, but it gives you the
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2biljty to trade off between walls and ceilings.

~ow if it cerne

tin·ou-~t'. 2n .J. :::~~id basic2lly you should h2ve suc1-1 end sucr1 c on-

1

e~ t •" 11 c t _:_ ') :-:i , (' r; rt n i :n

j_ n ;

u L:i t i on and s o n n ,

:--· .1d P

~~ a fd

c ;:i 1 l Jr in that

·.!c Pe P the ri:rr) 1JlPm ns rn1F· of cJ osin~3

:::enr~0 t11c :·~·uinc18rd .is r: ·'{r.Pl 10nt.

t h c t h i. "'" d

t ri i r. k

T

o f ;~ f n n _1 • s i d e d r o :1 t n. i

y1 1:

r.

'! on ' v e '~ n t

on P o !) Rn d o or

on the side that is not closed - nHmPl.y the cortrol of how much
nnd whot sort o f 8ltPrnnli v e.
~mment:

\ha t will har~en in terms of it becomin e prescriptive is

th8t if in the cnnstructio!'l industry you rou~h1.y develop a set of
S

t~?J'lu(·

1

T<12 ,

snrnr~1-iod:,r ·.,..rill

''If I 'm build i n~

~

thrOU[h

~O

n Jkov.:hecan I

C8.n

n.Yl

d 'i.2k8 the deterr::iination that,

·build

2

wall with

composition witb only 22~ windows - as loni as it is
box .

T;'v erything else would re qui re a s3.)ec ial

11

s _pc ci;:~l cc:1 l c~Jl a tions take time,
g ul2r

11cxP2

with under

2~~

f:O

windows.

-a nd the ininimurn pro:perty stand2rd2.

tr1
8

is type of

rectangular

c8 lc11lation.

':'cl 1,

everyone comAs out with rectanThie is what happened with 7PA
You c~rn 6 0 ':r1rouGh and determine

that any number of tninc;s appl~/, liut if

j_

t isn't the standarci pattern

then nobody has the time to re~iew it once it gets in.

so it is

much easier to stick to the tried and true design.
Harris:

T~at would be true no matter what standard you adopt and

no matter how liberal or how flexible it is.

~ventually somebody

will find that a ce~tain material or a certain th ickness meets the
standard so the guy who is out there trying to build as quick and
as f a.3t as he can is not going to design every house that he builds
individu31.ly or every JJiscDonalds or whatever the case may be~

Ee

is gain~ to find a pattern in there and before you know it you are
gain~ to ~et the repetition.
~ ing:

I think that is inevitable.

There are de~rees to that.

takes an engineer to figure it out.

The way it ie set up now it
And th2t's money.
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I feo1 f;OJ:ry- for the 1~n\~rgy Office becau:.~c they hnv-0 ttle

bOCA has theirs, and I think you arc right, Abbie, no ~atter wh3t
you E8.Y, you are not t_sOin 6 to 1Je able to averarse the three.

You're

~oint; to 1iave to look at ti1ern all and say what is specific8lly
/~ ood for the state of ~: ai:ne.

But I feel sorry for you

beC8USe

I

think you ~-~re t;oints tc) have: to c·2t some work done vd thout much re-

so ~rces in your office.

Bu·t if you want a code adopted in the

State of halne, I just do11' t think you are goin~ to be able to
,)

.

latch onto

C:1

iW.tiona l

codu becau::-c if you try to latch · onto

.SHRA.E'

1
/

then !. Iil. 2r1d nOCA arc ,._: oinc; to be on your back.
1_i.::. ~ e:

1:;el 1, the first th i~1G I

kind of inipP,ct thir; v;i 11 h:-1ve.

W8.n

t to do is to find out just what

11hc question was broue;ht ui, a

cou1ilc of ti1nes about :be8lth and s2fety and that's why we have a
plumbing code and why should ·ther~ be an enerey code becauee all

you are doing is savin~ people money ~nd so on.
re 21 ly like sor~e bod:y

~o wh2t I would

Lo do is to rna1-: e an estir:1a-t~e of what 2ctual

savint,s there would be if any ;.::ode would be ad81)ted tomorrow.
1011~

!Iow

wou1d i. t take br~fore you re2lly were to see any sicnificant

be~ lot more effective and so on.

But I haven't heard that broken

apart - the retrofittin~ and the new construction.
Se v ig11y:

Ok;::ty - new construe ti on, today.

If :?ou ~.v ere to 8 dopt

the~t code I would e ::~tir:1a t e tb.s t you would r)ro ba bl? seve 1 es s t::--1~n

10~ ·'. of the total enerb}' i11 new housin~ uni ts.

Ta't(e a11 of the

consurn_pt:ion of er1er 0 y in new housins uni ts in tte state of ;·.::aine

?ace:

Uov about the cntineers"

Do you a~ree with that estimate

0
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Coiniuent:

-~~xcept

for mobile ho,ilcr~, most of the }:..orief-:: thc1t I'vr"' })ad

a chance to look at recently would not have any trouble with the
stanclaTd - 10~ : to 20;·~ or under.
at le2s t 10?:) unue:r' it.

All industrialized housine; is

~he mobile hornes are close.

J-1.: ost of the

The ones ~hat are rel8tively close to

mobile ~omes would

t11e code under which tney are currently o:peratin i would be slightly

over but woulJ not have any difficulty in co~plying.
_-) 2,G/~:

~Jo you think there would be any problem in lowering their

stanuard to what would be a less restrictive st2nda:rd'?

Do you think

they could mqintai~ their ener~y conservin~ policy relative to the
1~:3E?C~ standard?

rnhat is, the people who are alre2_dy building ·to

more E'trin8ent standards.
cor~r1c:r..t:

some of them are building to more stri~gent stanaards

because they have to.

That's in the case of industrialized housing.

In 1.:tc case of the standard. construction, :n ost of which already
rneets it, acceptect _practice will 6 enerally comply - accepted practice
for construction in this state over the p2et two or t:iiree years.
· )1c,t' s the experience of the people who have studied this

carefully in other states?
r ill:

ie ll, there is one thlnG that concerns me Rbout it and that

is in the section that I talked about today and that is the Rtandarde fc~r ;nechanL;al equipment; if every state started 2dopting
its own set of standards then companies like ~rane, and carrier and
so on are just ~oinc to go out of their minds trying to meet standards
in v2rious states.

so

I think that in terms of perform2nce standards

for mech2nical equipment, I think that gn ASHRA~ type of 2,proach
is not unre~rno11able.

J

1!.1hey say for instance that hot water heaters

ought to have a loss not big5er than 6 watts per square foot and
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An d th .i s o f c o u rs e cl o e s n ' t l i. m.i t t 1L e

e n on •

bullcLl.n ~; in any way.

!J 1 the arc:h1tect knows

r1 ;' r~ h

i::5

i. t e c t u. re o f

t, b e

that the hot water

heater requ.ireh ·t-.,.;o l~dJelc on it - :_·rn Umlerwri t(;.rs LJbcl nnd I
don't know what you'd cn11 it but

8TI

energy standard labe l on it.

is not a ter!'1bly i.i. fficu1.t steT" to ir11)1r~rnent either.

YouT in-

spection problem isn't there.

Your building inspector doe s n't l1rve

t o get out hi s t 2 l) CJ rn ea;;:; n r c or

:=:t n y

t :1 i :n .:_; and s o on .

?ut

n o 1.'i

'l'l

hen

you get down to wh at can reRlly te saved, the figure that I've seen
and I can't docum0rt it, iG th&t b5~ of the housing that is Join~

to be in pla~c in the yePr 2000 is in pl8ce now.
going to

~~~c

~

so that y0u 2ren 't

reglly bi: impact on total ener ~y u~2~c by just

looking to the fnb;;.re houc.i.n_; development.
?age:

Industrial buildi~s and corrmerci2l buildin c s - they are

lik sly to insist rm enercs conserving stand2.rd2 anyv,'~Y.

Any ~ood e11gineer des ignin~ today would be pretty c1ose

Thorpe :

to this ~SHAl~ 90-75 if he were concerned with fuel eAvincs RnJ
ene:q;y savings.

Hill:

There's one ~hin; though - the ability to write off opera~ing

costs and the ability to hAve to s~allow the front end co2ts.

Gee , I think there ou~ht to be some fegture there that would ~ut
a little stronger emrha2is on lifP cost of the buildinG, f~om ta x

points of view or however you Bet qt it.

comment:
Fake:

we ought to have the b2nkers here tod&y.

To get a better look at the total picture qnd we can· define

the total picture here as heatin~, ventilating, and air-conditioning,
the enercy consumption in 1970 - the transportation industry took

25% of it.

3pace heating, air conditioning, w2ter he2tinc and

cooking, they also take about 25~·~ of the energy.

This i:-:

8

ctamford
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Dro ce ss steam took 16.4~ - industrial use.
hca t which h, a 8ai11 a pro c r~s s of ind us tria 1 use is 11 ~,~.
mo tor d r .i v e w 8

we r e 5 • 6~.~ •

:.3

0 • 1 ~~ •

T)

8

w material s -

~ 1 urn in ui n ,

Direct

~~le ctri c

st e e 1 , co pp er , e t c • ,

You see, ~ctuqlly in spa c8 heatinc we are tal~ine about

is tied up wi t .h ''other·· j_n here.

~rhat inch;de s c:lothes drying,

small appliances, 2-iE;htint:_:;, and other :niscellaneour, energy uses
and that amounts to 4.S ·7,; .

so if we saved everything, we would still

save only 25% of the whole.
Sevigny:

That's right.

But there is one element we are forgetting.

And I think the ~nergy Office oucht to look into this.
one element that affects all of those elements.
policy.

There is

~hat iP land use

And that could save in every as~ect of those things.

~very

s in J le aspect of those things, could he saved if we had proper land
1m e

.c.i n

J?a g e:

d '.Jr ope r 1 and u 2 P- po 1 i c i es •

hy don't you write an article for our newsletter"

1,,· 1

comment:

I would like to brine out one point here and I think it

may be self evident but I think it should be expressed.

I am of

tbe impression that no one in this room includin g the architects
2nd the en g ineers 2nd other specialists that are here today, feel
that the t. SJ-TE . "-.2·,: 9C-75 should be incorporated in ~rny type of leeis1 Ation as a whole.

I think, and if I'm wron g , then I would like

to ha ve someone stand up and correct me because this is the impression
I v.'c.1 1 ild. 1 i'!-::e to ma'ke on you or 2.ny le'..3islators or anyone else who
.~ iight be interested in coing before the 1egislat1Jre to shove this

I

J

J
J

thin g up there as a possible thin~ to ado~t.
brin ~ that up that

T

An d I just wanted to

don't think anyone here feels that we ought to

adort th?t code as a whole.

C o rwn en t :

l

'.y f e el in Gs ex a c t 1 y •

Tt
:·: j

::JJ1,11;_;r)1·(:d

Is there

2

01·

1.·:·1tl1t}l'

I knuw th.~~ t

ny thinJ ')

around for qn_i_te

vihile.

~1

1

:11c·r,,.Y ('ffj_cf}.

ti1e ·;,ner~y Cornmi tte e has been

Ts there anythin,:; cooking')

o £' ado1..,ti:n~ coaes of one Eort

oL

another, but ·that's 22 far

".' e o 1, en e r1 t ri c: d o C(' an ci said , " ·; e e

we ' v e t; o -c ten •

out what they a.re.

step.

Ui,.:

L111'1 ) 11 , ,l1

ir

1

i.s

\,J " '

?

s

v e ~: o t t o f ind

,·1w·'.: the proi'ebsionals thii ik of it .1.~ a 2econd

I tai:nk there iE:, :::1s J rnentioned earlier, a policy as a.

part of Ll1e

1

'.c1: .tiona. l ('. o v,~rnor 1 3 r~on ference, to ad opt a n a ti onwi de

They don't say whose stund8rd or how detailed it should be or what.

~hey just say we ouz~t to have building conservation.

~hat's all

I am aw::1.re of.

Cornrnent:

v/e

had one legisl8_tor o-r.derecl on a study commi ttPe for

our EnerGY committee to look into the retrofitting aspect s and the

building codes, requirements 2nd ordin~nces.
couple of meetings on that to get inform2tion.

,\nd vie' ve had a

As a co~mittec we

hr-1.ven' t ~; otten toGether to submit any. conclusions.
2S})P.Ct

~-?ut in that

we have been studyirt 6 the effects of building arid :retro-

fitting as far ae energy savings clO.

! f any specific results or

conclusions are gained or submitted, it will probably be tied to

so 11i e sort of

2

tax r:2.v.in(SS proposal.

I don't h2.ve n.ny idea just

what that would be but I think that's the consc.msus.
v1 e

can come u_p with

2s

an idea

to

SEWS

~.nything th8t

or conserve en e:rgy hc3 s got
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l

to have a little incentive~ it.
.' ', di. jJ

And that incentive is a tax

.

r:il r·y

tij nton:

-J

th i ni;

these people to6etber.

tJ·1li, i.8 n

r'f );1 l.l~'

i'.~ood Ol)! l(H 't u .ni.. ty to get r~l l

It offers our office

A

ch;tnce to exAmine

building codes fro Ei the viPwpoin"t-:i of those who have a gre~t deal
of expertise

i11

t .Le bui.l ding c onstructio:n field.

Too many times

we've seen people ,:: dopt l et:;islation or codes t}1at were I)rohibitive.
People can't afford them and c8n't live with them.

I think the

basic thing is to find out just exactly what building standards
really mean.

I think it is the duty of tr'£ Office of "8nergy ~iesources

and certainly the lesislators in this case to be well aware of what
a bu.l ld i.n 6 standaTd is before the~, rnake a final consideration.
That has been basically the purposP of this m0eting •
.P ac; e:

1:f e 11,

we' re not only here "Lo _p ick yollr brains for ourselves,

but we hoped we could bring you together to discuse it as a Jroup
with the architects, the engineers and the builders.
Comment:

At the ?ureau of 7ublic Improve~ents we have an energy

document and it has been very conservative.
involved in educational construction.

It has been primarily

I h2ve a level of awareness

of t~e feeling of this meeting, but there is not much to latch
onto.

on the other hand there are facilities that have been built

in the recent past that probably wouldn't make it quite up to that
uocurnent.

I can speak for the fact that the ~Jepartment of Education

~1ad a hi~h level of awareness, a 1isher level of awareness, and I
believe we will hear more about that.

I think that it is at the

level of awareness that many of us, hope that many of us, hope that
t~is is where the effort should be.

It should be to perk this up

throughout the whole design and construction professions.

lOG
Een:nin:

One ti1i:n 6 we haven't talked about here anu that is the

attitude of the consurner - the one who encis

UlJ

"::itlJ the house.

it

has been our ex J.A:: rlence that if we t;howed sometLinG li·;~e this to
somebody out ln tlle street or a builder, he would uuy it.

:Jut we

have 400 stude11ts wr10 h~1ve learned hOhi to use th e c q:l&tions in
._~; ection 4 arni in every single crrne, these people who are 11ot engineers have chosen to exceed

t}Jtj

requirements of .S ection 4.

The

t;eneral public is very willints to go along with t11at if they 1Cnow
what it ;nea.us.

The trouble is that they U')n' t know what it means

and we don't have anything in our e~ucational system to teach them
what it means.

our vocational schools in 1-laine don't teach how

to use those formulas.
·/v·in~:

I see an o:ption here that you can restrict the proi::srarn - and

one way is to :3ay ·:~{ou must :not cio this."

The other way_ is to

edµcate people and they will want to do it.
with the automobile.

The same thing happened

As soon as you knew what rnilea 5 e you were

6etting, the automobile s ales began to take a diff e rent turn.
Let's say if houses had to oe certified or labeled somehow as to
tne enert?;y consumption per year, buyers would take ca.re of themselves.
r_)ues ti on:

could I ask the Sl< P r:1an how long it vrnuld take the

computer man to figure the fuel consUloption•-.,

1\nswer:

The analyses are straiGhtfor1:~·ard.

You must expect some

engineering costs whether there are engineers or not.
.Fake:

In section 10, the exception is that you don't have to LO

through this Qntire thine;.

You do have to have the engineer to

compare the whole thing.
:F2~e:

1.~Ihere do we go from here '7

·:e

have heard 2.bout /. ~J-i:-~A:~, BC~.h ,

and AIA is coming up with their own standards.

The general public

is not aware of what they should do for a 20 year period.
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11.01 t:

can I take that back ac;

e11c1\;y field?
wr:~

::i

question'.'

\ihat can we do in the
1

·:!hat can we do for ourselves"-'

Lc~ven ' t talked abo

_1t, .

1

Ther·e are al t crnatives

~->vE: the elC:.erly put on woolen socks.

How can you become aware of

? lu~ yourself into an empty space.
how many Btu's your house is using

0

It hds to be a bil step.

It

is desparately needed.
Win g :

I would like to see something done educationally.

get re2 lly involved with this.
ener 6 y.

You can

Tc s2ves depletabl~ sources of

1,:e need public awareness.

? age:

~verythin~ ends up in the schools.

Hill:

~here is a pr ogram in the vocational schools.

retro-fittin~.

~hat is on

It ls 80in~ through step-by-step criteria.

They

can reas sess the buildings.
Bennin:

~hy would people be willing to pay us ~250 rather than

your ~:j 5 °

Once our students find out how they can save energy,

they a.o it •
.Ste vens:

I really o.on' t think the average guy is ready for wood

stoves and saving ener 5 y.
the way it comes out.
Be nnin:
come.

Fe is just buying a house and using it

I have sorne real doubts abou t that.

~ e were hopin~ to teach low-income people , and they didn't
So middle-class people came.

The result of our publicity

is that farmers and truck drivers are now coming into our office
and askin~ us abo~t it.
Fake:

One thing t~at gripes me i2 how old housef are often seen

with the shades on their south windows down.

J

Comment:

·1e are talkinc about the consumer aspec·t.

it is set up more for the commerci~l builder.
take care of themselves.

J

But I think

Other people will

The people will give the consumer the

110

knowl0)de;e he needs.

The thine thc:-:..t is cri tic.gl L :. t}1e cner;;,y from

c omrnerc ial ~: nd. indw.:_i triB 1 builnin c; s.

iJUl'tio:n is frn· ,1 orncstic rcr.:ideric'~~,,-,

That acer) ur ·t; 2 for 2 ~,·.;; .

'· hat

~~his should be ci i rPet,ed towrn·ll

the: comm '?re ie l and i:nci us tr i.al nrr.; .~ .
rt would be bet-ccr to st2.rt there Ei11ce en::_:ineers And

8ornrnent:

architectE nre wor~ing with this anyway.
Tf ti1ey wanted to rnake ~1ny type of snvi:nc;.:; we er0. goin3

Comment:

to start there.

There are ~uidelinAs.

.?erl1al)S v1e should mention this study in ~:'chools

r.Jo@ ne:nt:

fuel comrnrner.

'·re

~~ o

tbe

hn.ve 1/3 more dec;ree days in ~' aine -l rnt the

other conditions remain the sa!rJe.

!lut some of the lovief~t fuel

conswnption is in the northern p:J.rt of the state.

Corn1nent:

And there's not much vdndow wall.

comment:

:U;·ht.

You sell thern insulation much easier.

knows it is cc,l<.i ur there.

in

1nor(~ insuL::i.tion.

It

wa.s e::u3y

to convince

tr1ern

1

~veryone

to 1/ut

TL ,::::re were schools in the northern IJart of

the state that were heeted for half of what it cost to heat Eome
of the schools in the southern section.
.?re2.

whe:r.e t:i:1ere were

and so on.

110

And this w2s up in an

standards dictating the amount of insulation

It is the level of awareness.

Had thi~ decision been

left just with the desi~n stage, never would they have chosen to
spend 100% more than for the other schools.

~ut the ineulation

rn;:: :. iujs the Liiff'erence.

1: ennin:

dent.

I t~in~ the awareness thin~ works very well for the resi-

It works not so well for industry.

uo it by 1,)rice control.
·Lo

'I'hat would be mo:re successful than tryinJ;

prescribe ~ays to do it.

pn industrialist will think nothinc

of passinJ on the cost of waste.
otr:crwise.

It will be easier to

Not unless they are made to do

111

1'm not sure I aJree.
Fake:

I worked 16 years for G.B. and 6 years fn~ another company,

and I would say they wAre lookin~ to reduce costs.
Corn1~H~n t:

·:;ho tell s w}}a t waste iE3r)

sornethin~ else.
l

~

?or a company it may mean

If people cut half of their li :ihts out, their -pro-

tection would go down and their damages would go up.
rage:

T

~ould like to thank people for coming today.

you have come a long way.

Some of

Is there any committee we could establish

that could 2dvise this office in the are2 of enArgy conservation~

~-OT~ :

A committee was then established consisting of the following

persons who will be coordinated by Gary Linton of the OER:
Committee on .Buildin 5 Conservation standards
Harne
Bill Birthisel
Bill Fake
Dick Sevigny
Paul Stevens
Francis Crowley
Bob Thorpe
Glen Torey
Pat Henin
Robert Dyer

J

?,epresenting
Maine State Housing Authority
ASHRAE (The American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, Inc.
Maine Home Builders Association
(AIA)
Bureau of Public Improvements
A. J. Harriman Associates
Legislative Energy Committee
Shelter Institute
Central Maine Power Company
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